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If you want light,
you must light a fire.
— Mawlana Jalal ad-Din Muhammad Rumi
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Introduction
Do you have craft skills? Can you use your skills to make
products or provide services? Have you thought of using your
skills to support your family? If you have craft skills, own a craft
business or support the craft sector in Afghanistan, then the
Artisan Toolkit is for you.
The Artisan Toolkit is a business training guide that has been
specifically designed for the Afghan craft sector. It shows you
how to turn your craft skills into a successful business or how
to strengthen your existing business. Covering topics from
production to sales to design, the Toolkit reviews standard
business practices and provides practical tools to overcome
common challenges, enabling you to build your business—for
you, your family and your community.
The Toolkit is divided into two levels. This level, Level 1, is
for artisans like you who are new to business or have informal
business experience. It introduces you to basic business concepts
and focuses on the local market. Level 2 targets artisans and
business owners in the formal sector. It focuses on strengthening
the foundation of their businesses, as well as on getting their
businesses and their products ready to compete in international
markets.
The Level 1 Toolkit is organized into seven chapters, the first
five of which focus on business basics—the market and business
relationships, production, costing and pricing, promoting your
business and sales. The last two chapters explore how to grow
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your business through business planning, finding new customers
and developing new products.
The concepts in the Level 1 Toolkit are introduced through
the story of Roya, a young woman from Kabul who builds a
successful embroidery business. The concepts are emphasized
in illustrations and text boxes, which highlight key messages.
Trainer’s notes, or exercises, at the end of each chapter help
you apply the lessons Roya learns, and the tools she uses, to
your craft business. The exercises also help trainers guide group
discussions.
Templates of the tables used in the Toolkit are located in the
Resources Section at the end of the Level 1 Toolkit, so you can
use them for your business. You can also download the templates
from the Resources Section of the Artisan Toolkit website
(www.artisantoolkit.af/resources), as well as find links to more
information.
The Level 1 Toolkit is available in book, audio and video formats,
all of which can be downloaded from the Artisan Toolkit website.
Use each on its own or use them together to strengthen your
understanding of the concepts in the Toolkit. If you are a trainer,
use the audio and video versions to complement your teachings.
There are many different craft skills, from embroidery to
weaving to leather-work. There are also many ways to set up
your business, or to use your craft skills to make an income. For
example, you can work for another craft producer, work on your
own or hire producers to work for you; you can take orders from
shopkeepers or make products to sell at the local bazaar; you can
work in the market, work in groups or work from home.
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The lessons Roya learns and the tools she uses in the Level 1
Toolkit can be applied to any business, no matter what your
craft or how you set up your business. Roya’s lessons and tools
can help you start, strengthen or build your business, so you can
make more income for you and your family.
However, the Toolkit alone cannot make your business a success.
Treat the Toolkit like a guidebook or a mentor. Use it together
with other forms of support from your family, friends and
community, or from NGOs and government agencies that support
the craft sector. If you have questions, ask an experienced and
trustworthy business person in your community, or ask your
trainer.
The Toolkit provides you with a road map to build a strong
business. It is up to you to follow the map by using the
information and tools to guide your business forward. We wish
you the best of luck and every success on your journey!
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This is what you will know by
the end of this chapter:
– What it takes to start a business
– How to decide what products to sell and where to
sell them
– Who your customers are and where they shop
– The different relationships required to start and
run a business
– The promise you make when you sell a product
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1. Introduction
What do you like to do? What are you good at? Do you like to
embroider? Do you like to do woodwork? Maybe you like to make
jewelry?
You have valuable craft skills, skills you can use to make money
for you and your family. Have you ever thought about using your
skills to start a business? This book will help you understand how
to do that by looking at how Roya builds a successful embroidery
business in Kabul. The topics we discuss and the lessons Roya
learns are the same for any artisan starting a business. It doesn’t
matter whether you embroider, weave or do leatherwork, or
whether you live in a big city or a small town.
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What do you do well? What do you like to do? Identify your
craft skills like Roya has:

Embroidery
Jewelry-making
Tailoring
Crocheting
Felting
Fabric weaving
Carpet weaving
Basket weaving
Leather-working
Spinning
Other
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Roya and Her Family

Let’s start at the beginning. Who is Roya and what are her craft
skills?
Roya is a young woman with two children. She and her family
live on the outskirts of Kabul in Dashte Barchi, where Roya grew
up. Her husband, Shafiq, has a shop at the local bazaar selling
food and general supplies.
Roya loves to embroider. She can do many types of traditional
embroidery, but her specialties are Kandahari and Tar Shomar
embroidery. She often embroiders new shirts and dresses for
her extended family. She even embroidered her sister-in-law’s
wedding shawl.
People like her fine work and attention to detail, as well as how
quickly she embroiders things. Once Roya starts something, she
doesn’t stop. She stays up late until she finishes.
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Roya’s Aunt Has a Successful Embroidery Business

Roya’s favourite aunt, Amina jan, is also a talented embroiderer.
Amina’s specialty is qurs dozi (embroidery using golden thread
for the most sophisticated velvet dresses), but she makes many
different embroidered products.
Amina runs her own successful business. She employs and trains
other women because she has so many orders, and she wants to
support the women in her community.
Roya knows she, too, is a talented embroiderer. She wonders if
she could have a business like her aunt’s one day.
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2. Deciding to Start a Business
Roya talks to her husband, Shafiq, about starting an embroidery
business like Amina jan’s. Shafiq is proud of Roya. He knows
people love what she makes. He thinks Roya can be as successful
as her aunt. Shafiq suggests Roya embroider some shirts to sell at
his shop.

Shafiq’s Shop at the Local Bazaar
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Shafiq says they should talk to their family first, especially their
two fathers. At dinner the next night, Shafiq mentions that
everyone loves Roya’s embroidery and that the family can make
more money by selling her embroidery.

Roya’s Family Discusses Her Business Idea

Shafiq explains that women often work outside the home now. He
uses Amina as an example.
The family worries about Roya interacting with strangers.
Shafiq explains that he will sell Roya’s embroidered clothing
at the bazaar. Roya can also sell to shopkeepers who deal with
customers directly, so she will not interact with strangers.
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The family thinks Roya’s business is a good idea. Roya is very
excited.

Why start a business?
– Make money
– Practice and improve your skills
– Get involved in your community
– Help others
What does it take to start a business?
– A lot of time
– Support from others (family, friends or
community)
– Organizational skills
– Energy, patience and determination
Get the support you need to start a business:
– Ask your family, friends and community to
support you.
– Consider involving some of them in your
business.
– Find people in your community with successful
businesses to advise you.
– Get advice from a non-governmental organization
(NGO) or government agency that supports craft
businesses.
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3. What to Make and Where to Sell It
Shafiq takes the shirts Roya embroiders to his shop. After five
days, he hasn’t sold any of them. Roya is upset and wonders why
people aren’t buying the shirts.

Roya’s Shirts Are Not Selling at Shafiq’s Shop

Roya is embarrassed to tell her successful aunt that she hasn’t
sold a single shirt, but she knows she needs help starting her
business.
Amina asks her who shops at the bazaar where Shafiq has his
shop. Do those customers like embroidered shirts?
21
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Roya has never been to the local bazaar, so she doesn’t know.
Amina suggests they visit the local bazaar and some other
markets and shops to see what kinds of embroidered products
there are, which ones are most popular, where they are sold, who
buys them and what they pay for them.

Build a successful business:
– Know your customers.
– Make products your customers want to buy at
prices they will pay.
– Sell your products where your customers shop.

Amina tells Roya that to run a successful business, she must
know who her customers are, so she can make products they
want to buy at prices they will pay. She must also know where
her customers shop, so she can sell her products in those places.
Roya has never thought about it this way before.

Know your customers, so you can make
products they want to buy:
– Are they young or old?
– Are they female or male?
– Do they have a low, medium or high income?
– What do they like to buy?
– What do they care about most when buying a
product?
– Why do they buy products?
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Amina then explains that by looking at who buys embroidered
clothing made by other artisans, Roya will know what kinds of
customers will buy her products, and by looking at the prices of
embroidered clothing, she will have an idea of what customers
will pay for her products.

Explore the market:
– Ask a family member or friend to take you to the
market.
– Get a list of shops to visit from someone who
knows the market.
– Have a family member or friend visit the market
and do research for you.
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A. Exploring the Market
The next day Amina and Roya go to different markets and shops
in Kabul.
The Bazaar
Their first stop is the local bazaar. Here, shopkeepers sell many
different types of products: imported printed fabrics, everyday
clothes and spices. Roya looks around and sees that many of
the products are inexpensive, low-quality products from outside
Afghanistan. People don’t come here to buy high-quality,
handmade embroidery. They come here because they care most
about price.
Roya and Amina agree that the local bazaar is not the right place
to sell her embroidery.

Roya Finds Low-Quality Machine-Embroidery at the Local Bazaar
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The Women’s Market
The women’s market is like the bazaar, but all the buyers and
sellers are women. There are many different kinds of products for
women, from clothing to sweets to makeup. Some of the clothes
are very modern, while others are more traditional, like the
clothes Roya embroiders. Most of the embroidery is low quality
and done with a machine, but some of it is higher-quality handembroidery. Amina tells Roya to look at the prices of the higherquality embroidery, so she knows the prices of products she could
make. Roya feels comfortable and wonders if she could sell her
embroidery here.

Roya Sees Hand-Embroidered Products at the Women’s Market
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Peron Tumban Specialty Shop
Roya and Amina go to a peron tumban shop. Here, Roya sees a
man placing an order for a wedding shirt. He chooses embroidery
from a sample book the shopkeeper shows him. Roya is excited.
Customers here are looking for high quality, traditional clothing
for special events or professional meetings. These customers are
mostly middle-aged. They work in offices at government jobs
or at jobs with companies, and they are willing to pay more for
quality. Roya knows this because quality and price are higher
here than at the local bazaar or the women’s market. Roya knows
that the customers here would like her embroidery.

The Peron Tumban Specialty Shop Sells Peron Tumban
with High-Quality Traditional Embroidery

Amina encourages Roya to talk to the shopkeeper to learn
about designs people like and to ask whether she can bring him
samples of her work. Roya is nervous and tells Amina that she is
not ready to talk to him yet.
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Festive Clothing Specialty Shop
Next, they go to a shop that sells expensive, high-quality wedding
and evening dresses and Western suits. Roya looks through the
dresses on the racks and sees many that have embroidery, but
she does not recognize the embroidery style. Amina explains that
most of the clothing is from India. The customers in this shop are
young women and men looking for high-quality clothing with
unique, fashionable designs. Roya does not think she could sell
her traditional Afghan embroidery here.

Embroidered Dresses at the Festive Clothing Specialty
Shop Are Made in India

Amina tells Roya not to worry because many shops specialize in
traditional clothing, like peron tumban specialty shops, women’s
traditional clothing specialty shops and children’s traditional
clothing specialty shops.
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Large Malls
Amina and Roya go to the biggest mall in Kabul, the Roshan
Plaza. There are many shops, but most of them target young
people. These shops sell contemporary clothing, much of it
Western-style. The customers at the plaza are not very interested
in traditional embroidery, but Amina sells her embroidered
pillows in an antique shop there.

Customers at Large Malls Like Modern Designs
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Shops for Foreigners
Chicken Street is a famous shopping street, especially for
foreigners in Kabul. The street has small shops that sell
traditional clothing, crafts, antiques, jewelry, furniture, carpets,
ceramics, woodwork and more.
In Kabul there are also emporiums, such as Ganjina and Galleria,
two famous ones. The shops there sell crafts made by local
artisans.
Both types of shops are mostly for foreigners working in or
visiting Afghanistan. They buy gifts to take home and to
remember their time in Afghanistan.
Roya does not know any foreigners, so she does not know if they
will like her traditional embroidery.

Roya Does Not Know If Foreigners Like Traditional Embroidery
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B. Deciding What to Make and Where to Sell It
After visiting the shops, Amina and Roya sit down for tea. Amina
is impressed with how quickly Roya is learning about business.
She looks at Roya and asks, “What product do you think you
should embroider?”
Roya thinks about all the embroidered products she saw.
She considers which ones are most popular and which ones
she is best at making. She replies, “I will embroider peron
tumban because I am good at it, and many people want to buy
embroidered peron tumban.”

Choose your products:
– What products can you make using your skills?
– What similar products in the market are most
popular?
– Who buys those products? Why do they like them?
Will they like your products?
– Will different customers like your products? Why?

Amina then asks Roya how and where she will sell her
embroidery. Amina explains that there are two main ways to
reach customers.
You can sell directly to your customers, the people who use
your product,” Amina says, “or you can sell to people who resell
your work to others, like the shopkeeper in the peron tumban
specialty shop.
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“Selling directly to customers usually means you make more
money on each sale. But it is often difficult to find customers,
so you have fewer sales. People who resell your product, like
shopkeepers, already have customers, so when you sell to them,
you may make less money on each sale, but you have larger, more
regular orders, so you can make more money overall.

Roya

Customers

Shopkeeper

Shopkeeper

Customers

Customers

Sell More Products through Shopkeepers

“Also, when you sell directly to customers, you have to know
what is in fashion, so you can design products customers will buy.
Most shopkeepers give you designs to make. They know what
designs, colours and sizes customers like because they interact
with them all the time.”
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Find the right place to sell your products:
What shops sell products similar to yours?
– Who shops there?
– Will the same customers like your products?
– Are shopkeepers at these shops looking for new
products or producers?
– Are producers that sell to these shops looking for
other producers to work with them?
Who will like your products? Where and how do
these customers shop?

Roya thinks about all the shops they visited and the kinds
of customers who shop at them. She replies, “I will sell to
shopkeepers in the specialty shops. Their customers will like the
quality and traditional design of my Kandahari and Tar Shomar
embroidery, and they will be willing to pay for it. I won’t have to
find people to buy my embroidery. The shopkeeper will do that
for me.”
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Amina agrees. She explains that Roya can design her own peron
tumban to sell to shopkeepers, or she can take orders from
shopkeepers and produce only when customers place orders.
Roya decides to start by taking orders from shopkeepers to better
understand the types of products customers like. She doesn’t
want to spend time and money making products she can’t sell.

Roya Decides Whether to Design Her Own Products
or Take Orders from Shopkeepers
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The next day Roya and Amina visit Aman Siref, the shopkeeper
who sells peron tumban. Amina knows him and trusts that he
will treat Roya fairly. However, she tells Roya to always compare
prices with other shopkeepers, sales agents and producers to
make sure she is being treated fairly in business relationships.
The shopkeeper is happy to hear about Roya’s embroidery
skills and says he would be pleased to have new, high-quality
Kandahari embroidery for his shop. His customers are always
looking for high-quality traditional peron tumban for special
occasions. He asks Roya to bring him samples of her work.
Roya is pleased to find a shop with customers who will like her
embroidered clothing.

The Shopkeeper Needs High-Quality Kandahari Embroidery
for His Peron Tumban
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4. Key Roles and Relationships in a Craft Business
Roya and Amina have tea after visiting the shopkeeper. Roya
knows she still has a lot to learn about starting a business. She
listens carefully as Amina tells her about the different roles
people play in a craft business.

1. Suppliers
Suppliers provide the materials, or supplies, (fabric, buckram,
thread, needles, chalk) used to make the product.
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2. Producers
Producers (artisans) make the product. Producers work in many
different ways:
– They make products and sell them themselves or through sales
agents. Sometimes they hire other producers, so they can fulfill
larger orders.
– They partner with producers with different skills to make and
sell products they could not make on their own.
– They are hired by producers with larger businesses to make
part of a product those producers are making and selling.
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3. Sales agents
Sales agents represent producers who work from home. Sales
agents sell product to shopkeepers or customers. Or they take
orders from shopkeepers and give the orders to producers. For
their services, sales agents usually get a small part of the product
price.
Some producers are also sales agents. They make products and
sell them to shopkeepers and customers directly. They may also
represent other producers to shopkeepers and customers.
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4. Shopkeepers
Shopkeepers buy the product and resell it to customers.
Shopkeepers either buy products that producers have designed
and made or place orders for products to be made according to
specific designs.
“Roya jan, there are other people and groups that buy and resell
products, like producers with larger businesses or NGOs that
work in craft. Since you interact and build relationships with
them in the same way you do with shopkeepers, we will focus on
shopkeepers,” says Amina.
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5. Customers
Customers buy the product and use it.
Roya thinks about all the different people she needs to build her
business. She will be a producer and a sales agent and deal with
shopkeepers directly, but she will need many people to help her.
She hopes her family, friends and community will help her find
and build business relationships with people she trusts.
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Suppliers

Shopkeeper
Roya
(Producer and Sales Agent)

Customers

Producers
The Relationships Roya Needs to Build Her Business

Key people in a craft business
– Suppliers
– Producers
– Sales Agents
– Shopkeepers
– Customers
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5. Your Promise: The Foundation of Your Business
“Roya,” says Amina, “your business is your product and the
relationships you have with the people needed to make and sell
your product. These people are your suppliers, producers, sales
agents, shopkeepers and customers.
“Each of these relationships is based on a promise. When you
commit to selling a product to a shopkeeper, for example, you
make a promise to supply a product of agreed design and quality
in an agreed quantity, on an agreed date, at an agreed price.

Agreed Design

Agreed Quality

Agreed Price

Agreed Quantity

Agreed Delivery Date
Your Promise to a Shopkeeper:
Agreed Design, Quality, Quantity, Delivery Date and Price
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Your Supplier and Producer Must Keep Their Promises for
You to Keep Your Promise to a Shopkeeper

“To keep your promise to the shopkeeper, you must make sure
your supplier and producer keep their promises to you. Your
supplier must keep his promise to supply thread. Your producer
must keep her promise to make the product on time,” Amina
explains.
42
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“When everyone keeps his or her promise, everyone’s
expectations are met. This is how you build trust and a good
reputation, which lead to more orders and business growth,”
Amina says.
“But if one person breaks a promise, trust will be lost. Your
business will be damaged. You must always fulfill your promises.
So make promises you know you can keep. Make sure your
suppliers, producers and shopkeepers do the same.

Business promise
– Agreed design
– Agreed quality
– Agreed quantity
– Agreed delivery date
– Agreed price
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“A few years ago, Mohammad, the owner of a popular shop
on Chicken Street, was asked to make 20 costumes for a band
performing for the president on Independence Day. Mohammad
promised to deliver the costumes the day before the concert.
He asked four producers to make five costumes each. Two days
before the concert, five costumes were still not ready. A producer
was sick and had not told Mohammad.
“Even though it was not Mohammad’s fault that the producer
didn’t keep her promise, Mohammad knew his reputation would
be ruined if he didn’t deliver all 20 costumes. Fortunately, he is
a trained tailor, so Mohammad worked all night with the other
three producers to deliver the 20 costumes on time.
“Imagine what would have happened to his business if he had not
kept his promise.”

Mohammad Works All Night to Keep His Promise
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Keep your promises to build a strong business:
– Write down your promise to shopkeepers.
– Plan ahead and leave time for mistakes.
– Talk regularly with suppliers and producers.
– Test new suppliers and producers with small
orders.

Roya understands. She knows it will take time to build a good
reputation with the shopkeeper at the peron tumban specialty
shop. So she will always keep her promises. If she doesn’t, she
knows he will never order from her again.
Roya is both nervous and excited to bring her samples to the
shopkeeper. She is thankful for Amina jan’s support as she starts
her business.
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6. Trainer’s Notes: Exercises

Section 1. Introduction
1.1. What skills do you have?
– Embroidery
– Jewelry-making
– Tailoring
– Crocheting
– Felting
– Fabric weaving
– Carpet weaving
– Basket weaving
– Leather-working
– Spinning
– Other
1.2. What do you like doing?
Section 2. Deciding to Start a Business
2.1. Why do you want to start a business?
2.2. Are there people in your family or community to support
you if you start a business?
– Are there people in your family or community who have
experience starting and running a business? Will they help
you?
– Are there people in your family who would like to join you
to start a family business?
– Can you combine your skills with skills your friends have
to start a business?
2.3. What challenges will you have when you start a
business? How can you address those challenges?
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Section 3. What to Make and Where to Sell It
3.1. What products can you make using your skills?
3.2. What similar products do other producers make? Which of
these products sells best?
3.3. Who buys these products? Where do they buy them? What
do they pay for them?
3.4 Who will buy your products? Why?
3.5 Where can you sell your products? Why?
Section 4. Key Roles and Relationships in a Craft Business
4.1. Do you know a supplier, producer, sales agent, shopkeeper
and customer? What does each one do?
4.2. Which of these roles is important for your business? Why?
4.3. Do you know people who can fill these roles for your
business?
4.4. What role will you fill?
Section 5. Your Promise: The Foundation of Your Business
5.1. Have you worked with suppliers, producers or shopkeepers
before? What makes you (or would make you) a good partner to
work with? What makes (or would make) them good partners to
work with?
5.2. What happened the last time someone broke a promise to
you? Did the broken promise affect anyone else?
5.3. How can you make sure that everyone you work with fulfills
their promises?
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This is what you will know by
the end of this chapter:
– How to represent your business to shopkeepers
– The five steps to produce and deliver a highquality order
– What to do when you receive an order
– How to plan production of an order
– What to consider when purchasing materials
– How to produce a good-quality product
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1. Introduction
Roya is excited to tell her husband, Shafiq, about the conversation
she had with the shopkeeper at the peron tumban shop. She tells
Shafiq that the shopkeeper is looking for high-quality Kandahari
embroidery, and that he asked to see samples of her work.
Shafiq is happy for Roya, but he reminds her that there are still
many things to do to start her business.
First, she must show the shopkeeper her best samples and
convince him to place an order. Then, she must produce the
products and deliver the order as promised to the shopkeeper.
If she fulfills her promise, the shopkeeper will trust her and
probably place larger orders.
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2. Getting Your First Order
A. Representing Your Business
Roya tells Shafiq that talking to the shopkeeper by herself makes
her nervous. Shafiq offers to go with her. Roya’s father overhears
and interrupts. He says that Roya must learn to talk to the
shopkeeper herself. Shafiq will not always be with her, so if Roya
wants the shopkeeper to respect her and her business, she must
talk to the shopkeeper directly.
Shafiq offers Roya some advice. He tells her to be confident in
herself and in her work, to be polite and to speak clearly and
loudly. He says that if she is not confident, the shopkeeper may
question her ability to produce quality work.
Roya shares her concerns with Amina, who suggests they
practice together. Amina pretends to be the shopkeeper. After
three or four practice conversations, Roya understands how to
talk to the shopkeeper.
A few days later, Roya goes back to the peron tumban specialty
shop to show the shopkeeper her best samples. She is nervous
but remembers Shafiq’s advice to be confident, so the shopkeeper
doesn’t question her capabilities.

Represent your business with confidence:
– Believe in your skill and product.
– Be polite.
– Speak loudly and clearly.
– Practice and be prepared.
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Roya waits for the shopkeeper to finish helping a customer before
she approaches him and says “hello” firmly, as she practiced with
Amina. She reminds the shopkeeper that she was there with her
aunt earlier in the week. Roya shows him her samples and tells
him about her embroidery. The shopkeeper pays close attention
as Roya demonstrates her knowledge and expertise.

Roya Shows the Shopkeeper Her Samples

The shopkeeper praises Roya’s work. He asks her some questions
and then suggests he place a small order with her as a test. If she
completes this order successfully, he may be interested in placing
orders with her on a regular basis.
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B. Documentation
Roya is about to receive her first order. She remembers that
Amina said it is important to document every order to keep track
of her business and avoid mistakes. Amina surprised Roya with
the gift of a notebook the night before.

Amina Gives Roya a Notebook So She Can Document Her Orders

Amina also showed Roya her own notebook, which was full
of order information: designs, measurements, prices, phone
numbers, signatures and more.
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Roya’s father came in while Amina and Roya were talking and
added his advice, saying, “You should always write down an
order and make sure the shopkeeper or customer signs it, no
matter how small the order is. If you document your orders, you
have proof of them. You remember the orders, can track them
and avoid misunderstandings. Documenting order information is
best practice for any business.”
Roya was worried about documenting orders because she did
not have a lot of experience writing or making calculations. So
Amina made an order template in Roya’s notebook and showed
her how to fill it out. Amina said the shopkeeper at the peron
tumban specialty shop, Aman, was trustworthy and could help
Roya document her orders, if needed. Amina and Shafiq
promised to review Roya’s documentation with her to make sure
she understands it and to help her improve her skills. Roya feels
better knowing she has their support.
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3. Production: Five Steps to Receiving
and Producing High-Quality Orders
From speaking with Amina, Roya knows there are five key steps
involved in receiving and producing high-quality orders.

Step 1: Receiving an Order
Agree with the shopkeeper or your customer on the design,
quality and quantity of product to produce, as well as the delivery
date and price. Document, or write down, your agreement or
promise.
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Step 2: Production Planning
Plan the materials, tools, people and time you need to complete
your order and fulfill your promise.

Step 3: Purchasing Materials
Identify and purchase materials needed to produce your product.
Always check the quality of materials before accepting them from
suppliers or shopkeepers.
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Step 4: Production and Quality Checking
Make your product. Regularly check to ensure you are meeting
quality standards.

Step 5: Final Quality Check and Delivery
Ensure the product, quality and quantity produced are the same
as the product, quality and quantity ordered. Deliver on time and
charge the agreed price.
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Roya tries to remember everything Amina taught her as she
prepares to start Step 1 of the production process.

Step 1: Receiving an Order
The shopkeeper tells Roya he wants to place a sample order of
two front panels for peron tumban. He shows her the embroidery
pattern he wants on the panels. He asks Roya if she can produce
them in 10 days.
Roya thinks she can, but she remembers Amina jan’s advice
about not making a promise unless she knows she can keep it.
Roya asks to deliver the panels in 12 days in case unexpected
problems arise. The shopkeeper agrees. He offers to pay Roya 600
AFN for each front panel. She accepts.
Roya takes out the notebook Amina gave her. She reviews the
order with the shopkeeper and documents it in her notebook, as
Amina jan does. She asks him to sign the order. Roya thanks the
shopkeeper and goes home to share the news with her family.

Document and keep track of your orders:
– Record your promise in your notebook—
agreed design, quality, quantity, delivery date
and price.
– Make sure the shopkeeper or customer signs
the order.
– Keep your notebook well-organized, so you can
track orders.
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Order Form
Date: June 1, 2014
Shopkeeper or Customer Name: Aman Siref
Telephone: 0777 341 266
Delivery Date: June 12, 2014
Item Ordered

Design
Details

Quantity

Peron
tumban
front panel

Blue thread,
small
amount of
Kandahari
embroidery
on front
panel
around
collar

2

Price
per
Unit
(AFN)
600

1,200

Total

1,200

Remarks: Ensure quality is same as sample.
Shopkeeper or Customer Signature:
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Total
Price
(AFN)

Aman Siref
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Step 2: Production Planning
When Roya arrives home, Amina asks her about the promise
she made to the shopkeeper. Roya shows Amina the written
agreement in her notebook. Amina reviews with Roya the
agreement and the calculations to make sure Roya understands
them. Amina reminds Roya she must keep her promise to gain
trust and a good reputation, and to get more orders and grow her
business.
Roya thinks about what she must do to fulfill her promise to
produce two front panels for peron tumban in 12 days. She
knows she needs to hire another embroiderer to help her
complete the order on time. Relying on someone else is risky
for her first order. She remembers Amina jan’s story about the
costumes. But Roya has a skilled and reliable neighbour who she
thinks would be perfect.

Hire people to help you
– Identify tasks you cannot complete yourself.
– Use your network of family and friends to find
people who are skilled and reliable.
– Test people with small orders.
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Roya Plans Her Production
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Amina helps Roya plan production of the two panels by making a
production schedule in Roya’s notebook. She tells Roya how to fill
it in:
1. List the activities required to fulfill the order.
2. Identify the people responsible for completing each activity.
3. Number the days across the top of the schedule.
4. Put an X under every day needed to complete each activity.
The schedule helps Roya track her progress and make sure she
finishes on time.

Plan your production
– Identify the materials, tools and people you need
to complete your order.
– Schedule your production.
– Include extra time for mistakes.
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Roya’s Production Schedule
Product: Peron tumban front panel
Quantity: 2
Start Date: June 1, 2014
Shopkeeper or Customer Name: Aman Siref
Price: 600 AFN each
Delivery Date: June 12, 2014
Activity

Person(s) Responsible

Month: June
1

Purchase materials

Roya

Mark placement of
embroidery on front
panel with tailor’s
chalk

Roya

Give front panel to
producer

Roya

Embroider 1 front
panel (8 days per
panel)

Producer

Embroider 1 front
panel

Roya

Check quality of front
panels

Roya and Producer

Repair work

Roya and Producer

Iron panels and ensure
fabric is clean and
ready for presentation

Roya

Final check; pack order
and deliver

Roya

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

10

11

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
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Step 3: Purchasing Materials
Once Roya plans her production, she makes sure she has all the
materials to produce the order. The shopkeeper gave her fabric,
so she needs thread, buckram, chalk, needles and Cellophane for
packaging. Amina suggests she visit some shops to see where she
can get the best-quality thread for the lowest price.
Amina reminds Roya to compare several suppliers for quality,
price and reliability before choosing the best one. If she chooses
the first supplier she meets, she might agree to a price that is too
high without realizing it. Finding and building a relationship with
a reliable supplier can save her time and money. Amina’s gold
thread supplier always keeps his promises, enabling Amina to
keep her promises to customers.
Amina lends Roya money to pay for the materials, buses and
phone cards Roya needs to visit suppliers and coordinate
production. Roya will pay Amina back when she gets paid by the
shopkeeper.
Some of the shops Roya visits have good-quality thread, but not
enough of it. Other shops have lots of thread, but the quality is
poor. Other suppliers have high-quality thread, but the price is
too high.
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Roya Compares Suppliers

Purchasing materials
– Use your network of family and friends to identify
reliable suppliers.
– Compare suppliers for quality, price and
reliability.
– Test new suppliers with small orders.
– Buy extra materials and supplies in case of
mistakes.

Roya remembers that Shafiq has a friend who sells high-quality
thread. He also sells buckram, chalk and needles. He will surely
give her a good deal. After inspecting the quality of his thread,
Roya buys six spools, as well as buckram, three needles and a
piece of chalk. She buys just enough to make the panels and to
correct mistakes. Roya buys the Cellophane from Shafiq’s shop
for a good price.
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Quality of materials
Always check the quality of materials before you
receive or pay for them. You are responsible for
the quality of materials used to make your product,
even if the materials were flawed before you bought
them.

In her notebook, Roya records all the materials she buys, the
quantity she buys and how much she pays for each, as Amina
advised her. Shafiq reviews it and helps her with the calculations.

Roya’s Materials Purchasing Record
Date

Supplier’s Name

Item Purchased

Quantity

June 1, 2014

Nazir Ali

Thread

6

15

90

Good quality, good
price

June 1, 2014

Nazir Ali

Buckram

2

5

10

Good quality, good
price

June 1, 2014

Nazir Ali

Needles

3

2

6

Average quality, low
price

June 1, 2014

Nazir Ali

Chalk

1

2

2

Average quality, low
price

June 1, 2014

Shafiq

Cellophane
packaging

2

3

6

Low price
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Price per Unit
(AFN)

Total Cost
(AFN)

Remarks
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Step 4: Production and Checking Quality
Now it’s time for Roya to make the products! First, she checks
all her materials. Then, she follows her production plan step-bystep.
Roya checks to make sure each step is completed on time, so she
can fulfill her promise to the shopkeeper. She knows that if she
falls behind and cannot complete the order on time, she must tell
the shopkeeper immediately, so he can find a solution or let his
customers know. If she waits until the delivery date to tell him,
he will not have time to adjust his plans, and his customers will
be angry. He will not order from her again.

Production
– Follow your production schedule step-by-step.
– Make sure each step is completed on time.
– Regularly check the quality of work.

When Roya gives the panels to her producer, she carefully
explains the design, quality requirements, quantity, delivery
date and price. She shows the producer sketches of the design
and samples of the quality of work she expects based on her
agreement with the shopkeeper. Roya explains that they must
follow the shopkeeper’s instructions exactly, or he will not accept
the panels.
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Checking Quality
Amina suggests Roya make a Quality Check Chart that Roya
and her producer can use to check their work, and that Roya
can use to make sure the final order fulfills her promise to the
shopkeeper.
To make the chart, she defines quality standards, or what good
quality means to the shopkeeper, for each of the following:
– Materials (things she uses to make her product)
– Design (shape, pattern, colour and size)
– Workmanship (skill required to make her product)
– Finishing (final details of her product)
– Final check (final product and order—agreed design, quality,
quantity, delivery date and price)
She then identifies when quality checks should take place and
who will conduct them.
Amina tells Roya to keep the Quality Check Chart near the
products during production. When Roya conducts a quality
check, she should reject the product if it does not meet the
quality standards, and fix it if possible. She should accept the
product if it meets the quality standards. She should then initial
the chart to show the check has taken place.
Amina advises Roya to keep track of the total number of products
accepted and rejected, so she can identify and solve common
quality problems. Roya follows this advice. She knows that
reducing quality problems saves time and money. It also keeps
shopkeepers and customers happy, so they buy from you again.
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Roya’s Quality Check Chart
Shopkeeper or Customer Name: Aman Siref
Product: Peron tumban front panel
Quantity: 2
Price: 600 AFN each
Start Date: June 1, 2014
Delivery Date: June 12, 2014
Accept or Reject
– Accept (✔) if product is same as or very similar to sample or drawing.
– Reject (X) if product is different from sample or drawing.

What to
Inspect?

When to
Inspect?

Who
Inspects?

Accept (✔) or
Reject (X)

Standards

Product
1

Product
2

Initial When
Complete:

1. Materials

During
materials
purchase

Roya

- No stains or damage in weave of fabric
- Colour of fabric is uniform
- Colour of thread is uniform
- Thickness of thread is uniform

✔

✔

RA

2. Workmanship

During
production

Roya and
Producer

- Fine, uniform embroidery
- Embroidery is consistent and covers
surface marked

✔

✔

RA, PB

3. Design

During
production

Roya and
Producer

Colour, design and pattern of
embroidery same as sample

✔

✔

RA, PB

4. Finishing

End of
production

Roya and
Producer

- No loose ends or threads
- No stains on fabric
- Tracing on fabric not visible (covered
by embroidery or washed off)

✔

✔

RA, PB

5. Final Check

Completion of
order

Roya and
Amina

Final product and order is exactly as
requested

Total Accepted: ______

Total Rejected: ______
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To be completed

RA, AZ
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Check quality:
– Materials (things you use to make your product)
– Design (shape, pattern, colour, size)
– Workmanship (skill required to make your
product)
– Finishing (final details of your product)
– Final Check (agreed design, quality, quantity,
delivery date and price)
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Giving Feedback
When Roya does the first quality check with her producer, she
notices that the threads are loose, and the design is untidy. Roya
is angry and wants the producer to know. Roya worries she won’t
complete the order on time if she has to do the work herself.
She calls Amina, who calms her down. Amina tells Roya that if
she knows why the producer’s work is not good, she can help the
producer improve. Roya can show she cares about the producer’s
work by giving the producer constructive feedback. The producer
can then learn from her mistakes and become a better, more
reliable embroiderer.
If the producer does not listen to the feedback, breaking the
promise she made to Roya, then Roya may decide not to pay
her for the panel or not to work with her again. To avoid these
problems, it is important to test producers with small orders.

Roya Gives Feedback
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Amina gives Roya advice on feedback:
– Be positive. Start by talking about the things the producer does
well.
– Show how the producer’s work affects everyone’s income. Tell
the producer the promise you made to the shopkeeper. Explain
that if the order is not perfect, the shopkeeper will not accept
the order. Then you and the producer will not get paid, and
the shopkeeper will not place another order. Connecting the
producer’s work to income helps the producer commit to her
work.
– Review the producer’s promise to you. Review the design and
quality standards that must be met for the producer to keep
her promise to you and for you to keep your promise to the
shopkeeper. Use samples or sketches as examples.
– Provide constructive criticism. Avoid general comments on the
quality of the producer’s work. Instead, explain the problem in
detail. Here’s an example: “These red stitches are close
together, but you can still see the fabric between them. Let’s
make sure the stitches are so close together that you cannot see
any fabric.”
– Put the producer in your shoes. Ask the producer what she
thinks about the quality of her work.
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Roya follows Amina’s advice and talks to the producer about the
quality of the producer’s work. She decides to give the producer a
second chance.
When she sees the final product, Roya is pleased.
Roya realizes there are many problems that can arise during
production. She writes the problems down:
– Poor-quality or stained fabric
– Poor-quality thread
– Traces of chalk
– Loose stitching
– Loose buttons
– Badly sewn buttons
– Iron marks
– Different sizes
She decides to share the list of problems with her producer before
the next order. This way, her producer can help solve quality
problems before they get bigger.
This small sample order makes Roya realize how important it is
to test suppliers, producers and the production process before
taking large orders.
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Poor-quality or stained fabric

Poor-quality thread

Traces of chalk

Loose stitching

Loose buttons

Badly sewn buttons

Iron marks

Different sizes

Roya Identifies Possible Quality Problems
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Step 5: Final Quality Check and Delivery
The day before the order is due, Amina comes to Roya’s house to
check the entire order before Roya delivers it. Amina uses Roya’s
Quality Check Chart to review the order. She reminds Roya of the
promise she made to the shopkeeper.

Amina and Roya Conduct a Final Check
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Final quality check
– Check the quality of all products before packing
them for delivery.
– Make sure the order you deliver is the same as
the order in your notebook.

Roya keeps her promise to the shopkeeper. The two peron
tumban panels are high quality, and she produces them on time.
The shopkeeper is pleased with her work and promises to give
Roya another order next week.
The shopkeeper pays Roya for the two panels. She has never been
paid for her work before. She is excited to pay her producer, pay
back Amina and take the rest of the money home to her family.
She knows they will be proud of her.
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4. Trainer’s Notes: Exercises

Section 3. Production: Five Steps to Receiving and
Producing High-Quality Orders
Step 1: Receiving an Order
3.1. Use the Customer Order template in the Resources Section of
the Toolkit to take an order.
Step 2: Production Planning
3.2. Using the Production Schedule template in the Resources
Section of the Toolkit, plan production for 2 units of your
product.
– List the activities required to complete your order.
– Who is responsible for completing each activity?
– How much time does each activity take?
– How much time do you need to check the quality of your work
and your team’s work?
– Have you included extra time for unexpected problems?
Step 3: Purchasing Materials
3.3. What materials must you buy to complete your order?
3.4. Who will supply your materials?
3.5. What questions should you ask so you know that a supplier
is reliable?
3.6. How do you inspect supplies to make sure they are good
quality?
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Step 4: Production and Checking Quality
3.7. Identify good quality and poor quality for each aspect of your
product:
– Materials
– Design
– Workmanship
– Finishing
– Final Check
3.8. Prepare a Quality Check Chart for your product using the
Quality Check Chart template in the Resources Section of the
Toolkit.
3.9. Practice giving feedback to one of your producers.
3.10. What problems may arise when producing your product?
Step 5: Final Quality Check and Delivery
3.11. What should you check before delivering your order?
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Roya Manages Her Finances
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This is what you will know by
the end of this chapter:
– The importance of understanding your costs
– How to calculate your costs
– How to calculate your profit
– How to increase your profit by saving costs
– How to set your price
– The difference between selling to shopkeepers
and selling directly to customers
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1. Introduction
Roya is happy that the shopkeeper was pleased with her first
order. On her way home, she stops at the producer’s house to pay
the producer.
When she gets home, she proudly pays back the money Amina
jan loaned her to buy materials and coordinate production. She
also pays herself for producing one panel. Amina advised her to
pay herself at the same rate as the producer.

Roya Pays Back the Money Amina Loaned Her
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Roya then counts her cash. She is surprised to have only 206
AFN. She thinks she should have more money left over.

Roya Is Surprised to Have Only 206 AFN Left Over
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2. Calculating Your Costs
Roya decides to make a list of her costs to see why she only has
206 AFN. She separates the cost of her materials and the cost of
her producer’s labour.
A. Materials Cost
First, Roya lists all the materials she used to make the peron
tumban panels. Then, she records the cost of each material.
Her fabric cost was zero since the fabric was provided by the
shopkeeper. Shafiq helps her calculate the cost of thread.
Cost of Thread = Cost of Thread per Panel × Number of Panels
= 45 AFN × 2 panels
= 90 AFN
The buckram costs 10 AFN, the needles cost 6 AFN, the chalk
costs 2 AFN and the Cellophane packaging costs 6 AFN. Roya
adds all these costs together to get a total materials cost of 114
AFN.
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Roya Calculates Her Materials Cost
1

Materials Required

Cost per Panel (AFN)

Number of Panels

Materials Cost (AFN)

Fabric

0*

2

0

Thread

45

2

90

Buckram

5

2

10

Needles

3

2

6

Chalk

1

2

2

Cellophane packaging

3

Total

57

2

2
2

3

*Note: The cost of fabric is zero because the shopkeeper provides the fabric.

Calculate Materials Cost:
List all materials, tools and other supplies you
need to make and package your product.
1

2

Calculate the cost of materials for one product.

3

Record the number of products ordered.

Multiply the cost of materials for one product by
the number of products ordered.
4

Cost of Materials 4 = Materials Cost per Product 2 ×
Number of Products 3

89
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B. Labour Cost
Next, Roya records how much she paid her producer. She paid
her producer 400 AFN for one panel.
Labour Cost = Payment per Panel × Number of Panels
= 400 AFN × 1 panel
= 400 AFN
She paid herself the same amount.

Roya Calculates Her Labour Cost
1

Labour Required

2

3

Payment per Panel (AFN)

4

Number of Panels

Labour Cost (AFN)

Roya

400

1

400

Producer

400

1

400

Total

400

2

800

90

5
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Calculate Labour Cost:
1. List your producers 1 .
2. Calculate your cost per producer 4 . There are
two main ways to pay producers:
– Per piece (Labour Cost 4 = Payment per Piece 2 ×
Number of Pieces 3 )
or
– Per hour or day (Labour Cost = Hourly Wage ×
Number of Hours)
3. Add up the cost for each producer to get your
total labour cost 5

Roya adds her materials cost and her labour cost to get a total
cost of 914 AFN.
Total Cost = Materials Cost + Labour Cost
= 114 AFN + 800 AFN
= 914 AFN
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C. Hidden Cost
Roya calculates that if she spent 914 AFN to make the peron
tumban panels, she should have 286 AFN leftover from the 1,200
AFN the shopkeeper gave her. She doesn’t understand why she
only has 206 AFN.
Roya’s father asks her if she spent any money to plan and
coordinate her work. He explains that there are sometimes
hidden costs—costs not directly linked to making your order—
like the cost of phone cards and buses to get, coordinate and
deliver your order. If you forget these costs, you may lose money
on an order by accepting a price that is lower than your costs.

Hidden Cost
– Costs you didn’t think of when you agreed to an
order price
– Costs in addition to the materials and labour used
to make your product
– Cost of coordinating your order
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Roya remembers that she bought a phone card, so she could call
the producer and the shopkeeper, and coordinate her daily plans
with her husband. She also used buses to visit suppliers and to
get to the peron tumban shop.
Roya makes a list of her hidden costs. She adds them to get a
total hidden cost of 80 AFN.

Roya Calculates Her Hidden Cost
Hidden Cost Items

Total Hidden Cost (AFN)

Mobile phone card

50

Bus

30

Total Hidden Cost

80

50 AFN
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D. Total Cost
Roya adds her materials, labour and hidden costs to get a total
cost of 994 AFN. That is a lot more than the 914 AFN she thought
she had spent on the order.
Total Cost = Materials Cost + Labour Cost + Hidden Cost
= 114 AFN + 800 AFN + 80 AFN
= 994 AFN

Roya Calculates Her Total Cost

994 AFN
Total Cost

114 AFN
Materials Cost

800 AFN
Labour Cost

94

80 AFN
Hidden Cost

3. Profit
Roya now understands why she has only 206 AFN. She was paid
1,200 AFN by the shopkeeper and spent 994 AFN to complete the
order. That leaves 206 AFN.
Amina jan says the 206 AFN is Roya’s profit.
“Profit is the money left over after subtracting your costs from
your sales price, or your order payment. It is the money you have
on top of your producer fee to buy supplies for your next order
and to share with your family,” explains Amina.
Profit = Sales Price – Total Cost
= 1,200 AFN – 994 AFN
= 206 AFN

Roya Calculates Her Profit

206 AFN
Profit

1,200 AFN
Sales Price

994 AFN
Total Cost
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Roya realizes how important it is to understand her costs and
profit before she agrees an order price. If she doesn’t understand
her costs, she could lose money by agreeing a price that is lower
than her costs.
The next time Roya receives an order from the shopkeeper, she
estimates her costs and profit in her notebook before she agrees
the price.
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Sales Price: 3,600
Total Cost: 2,902
Profit: 698

Order Form
Date: June 19, 2014
Shopkeeper or Customer Name: Aman Siref
Telephone: 0777 341 266
Delivery Date: July 10, 2014
Item Ordered

Design
Details

Peron
tumban
front panel

Blue thread,
small
amount of
Kandahari
embroidery
on front
panel
around
collar

Quantity

Shopkeeper or Customer Signature:

6

Price
per
Unit
(AFN)

Total
Price
(AFN)

600

3,600

Total

3,600

Aman Siref
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A. How Changing Costs Affect Your Profit
Roya begins to plan for the production of her new order to deliver
6 peron tumban panels in six weeks for 3,600 AFN. At the thread
shop, she learns that the price of the high-quality thread she uses
has gone up, so she will make less money on her order.

15 AFN

20 AFN

The Price of Roya’s Thread Has Gone Up

Roya doesn’t know what to do. Amina suggests that she explain
her problem to the shopkeeper and ask him to increase the order
price. Roya calls the shopkeeper, but he will not increase the
agreed order price. He has already promised the peron tumban to
customers for an agreed price, so if he increases his payment to
Roya, he will lose money on the sale of the peron tumban.
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Changing costs and profit
– Check the prices of your materials regularly.
– If your materials, labour or hidden cost increases,
you make less profit.
– If your materials, labour or hidden cost
decreases, you make more profit.

Roya is upset. She does not want to complete the order, but
Amina explains that if she doesn’t keep her promise to the
shopkeeper, she will have a bad reputation, and it will be hard
to get another order, even from a different shopkeeper. If she
completes the order, the shopkeeper will see Roya’s commitment
and trust her with more orders.
Amina tells Roya to think about what she could do to reduce her
costs in order to increase her profit.
Roya realizes how important it is to check the prices of her
materials regularly because changes affect her profit. She will not
make this mistake again.
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B. Increasing Your Profit through Cost Reduction
Roya follows Amina’s advice and thinks about how she can
reduce her costs to increase her profit.

FN

FN

22 A

20 A

Cheaper Materials
She can find cheaper materials, but she must make sure they do
not reduce the quality of her product.

Discount on Materials
She can get a discount on materials by buying them in larger
amounts for several orders.
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Trained Producers
She can spend more time training her producers, so they produce
shirts more quickly and make fewer mistakes, saving time and
materials.

Recycled Materials
She can reuse scrap material, as Roya does when she uses scraps
to stuff her pillows.
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Roya knows that none of these ideas will help her with her
current order. But as her business grows, she decides she will buy
larger amounts of materials and will spend more time training
her producers.

Reducing your costs
– Reduce costs to increase your profit.
– Make sure any cost reduction does not affect the
quality of your product.
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4. Setting Your Price
After Roya successfully completes a few orders for the
shopkeeper, Amina tells her that people in the community are
talking about her business. They are impressed with how quickly
her business has grown, and they have heard about the high
quality of Roya’s work.
One of Amina’s friends has even asked if Roya will make her
a party dress with an embroidered traditional dress set for her
nephew’s wedding. Roya has embroidered several dresses for her
mother, aunt and cousins, but she has never designed and sold
her own products. She thinks she could hire a tailor to make the
dress for her, but she is not sure if she understands enough about
fashion, design and pricing to do it. She is eager to learn more.
Roya asks Amina how to price her dresses if she makes them
for personal customers. Amina offers her some tea, and they sit
down to discuss product pricing.
Amina explains that when pricing a product, you want to choose
the right price to attract customers. If your price is too high, no
one will buy your product. If your price is too low, you will not
cover your costs, and you will lose money.
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Setting your price
– If your price is too high, no one will buy your
product.
– If your price is too low, you will not cover your
costs, and you will lose money.
– If your price is just right, you will attract
customers and make money.
Remember how to calculate profit
– Sales Price – Total Cost = Profit
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If your price is too high, no one will buy your product.

If your price is too low, you will not cover your costs,
and you will lose money.

If your price is just right, you will attract
customers and make money.
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Amina tells Roya what she must know to set the right price:
– The cost of producing her product
– Prices of similar products that customers buy
Roya already knows how to calculate her costs. She asks Amina
why she needs to know the prices of similar products. Amina
explains that knowing what customers pay for similar, or
competitive, products helps you determine what customers will
pay for your product.
“Go to the market and look for products like yours. See which
products customers buy and how much they pay for them. Why
do customers choose those products? Compare your products and
business with those of your competitors. Your competitors are the
businesses selling products like yours.”
Amina lists the things to consider:
1. Style and Design
Is your design unique? How is your design different from or more
fashionable than your competitors’ designs? If your embroidery
design is the same as everyone else’s, you must price your
product lower than your competitors to attract customers. If your
design is different and customers like it, you can charge more for
your product.
2. Quality
How does your quality compare to your competitors’ quality? If
you use higher-quality fabric, better embroidery or finer finishing
details on your product, you can sell your product for a higher
price to customers who are looking for quality.
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If customers care about quality and design:
– You can price higher if you have higher-quality
materials, highly skilled producers, better
designs or handmade products.
– You must price lower if you have lower-quality
materials, less skilled producers or basic
designs.

3. Service
Do you provide better service than your competitors? Are you
always friendly? Do you adjust the fit of a dress for a customer?
Do you deliver? If customers want service, you can charge more
for better service, or you can use service to make your business
different from your competitors’ businesses if your design and
quality are the same. But if customers don’t care about service,
they won’t pay more for it.
“Sometimes you have to test your products and prices,” says
Amina. “Set your prices based on your competitors’ prices
and your costs. If customers are not buying your products, try
lowering your prices. If they aren’t buying your products at your
lowest prices, you need to change your products. If products are
selling quickly, you may be able to increase your prices, but you
will lose customers if you increase prices too much.”
Roya visits a women’s market. She looks at the party dresses with
traditional embroidered dress sets people buy. She writes notes
on design, quality and service for each product and records prices
in her notebook.
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Roya knows she cannot compete with the prices of the machineembroidered dresses, so she looks at the prices of high-quality
hand-embroidered dresses to set her price. The customers who
buy these dresses care about quality, so they will like her dresses,
too.

Roya Looks at Prices of High-Quality
Hand-Embroidered Dresses in the Market

Roya thinks she can work with a tailor to produce a party dress
with a high-quality traditional embroidered dress set for 1,050
AFN. Similar dresses in the women’s market are priced between
1,200 and 1,450 AFN.
She decides to set her price at 1,400 AFN because her dresses are
custom-made. This price gives her a profit of 350 AFN per dress.
If the prices of similar dresses had been lower than 1,050 AFN,
she would not make the dress. If she did, she would lose money.
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5. Pricing and Profit for Sales to Customers
and Shopkeepers
Now that Roya knows how much customers pay for high quality,
traditional embroidered clothing in the women’s market, she
wonders why the shopkeeper, who sells even higher quality
products, pays her only 600 AFN per peron tumban panel. She
asks Amina if she should work with a tailor to make her own
peron tumban and dresses and sell them to shopkeepers for 1,400
AFN.
Amina reminds Roya that shopkeepers expect a lower price for
products than customers do. This is because shopkeepers need
to sell products at a competitive price that will attract customers,
while covering their marketing, sales and other costs.
Roya is confused. If shopkeepers expect a lower price than
customers, she will always make more profit selling to customers.
Why should she sell to shopkeepers at all?
Amina reminds Roya that even though you generally make more
profit per product selling directly to customers, you often make
more overall profit by selling to shopkeepers. This is because
customers buy only a few products each, and customers can be
difficult to find. Shopkeepers buy several products, which they
sell to the many customers they already have.
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Amina uses an example from her own business. “Last month,
I sold 2 embroidered dress sets to personal customers. I made
a profit of 250 AFN on each set, so my total profit from sales to
personal customers was 500 AFN. The same month, I sold 16
embroidered dress sets to shopkeepers at a profit of 100 AFN per
set. My overall profit on sales to shopkeepers was 1,600 AFN.
“Even though I got a lower price from shopkeepers, I sold more
products to them, so I made more money overall. I also had
regular orders, sold every product I made and did not have to
worry about keeping up with fashion trends. The shopkeepers did
that for me.”

2 Dress Sets × 250 AFN = 500
AFN

16 Dress Sets × 100 AFN = 1,600 AFN
Amina Makes More Overall Profit Selling to Shopkeepers
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Roya understands. She decides to focus on selling to shopkeepers,
especially since she still has a lot to learn about fashion and
design. But she will hire a tailor and make the dress for Amina’s
friend to test working with personal customers. One day, she
hopes to sell to both customers and shopkeepers.

Selling directly to customers and
through shopkeepers
You may make more profit per product when selling
directly to customers, but you sell more products to
shopkeepers, making your overall profit higher.
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6. Trainer’s Notes: Exercises

Section 2. Calculating Your Costs
2.1. Make a list of your costs for an order of two of your products.
Calculate your costs using the Costing and Profit Worksheet in the
Resources section of the Toolkit.
2.2. What are your hidden costs?
2.3. What is your total cost?
Section 3. Profit
3.1. Calculate your profit on the sale of two products using the
Costing and Profit Worksheet in the Resources Section of the
Toolkit.
3.2. Could any of your costs increase in the next six months? If so,
why?
3.3. How can you reduce your costs?
Section 4. Setting Your Price
4.1. What are the prices of similar products that customers buy?
4.2. Are your prices higher or lower? Why?
Section 5. Pricing and Profit for Sales to
Customers and Shopkeepers
5.1. Will or do you sell directly to customers or to shopkeepers?
Why?
5.2. Why might your profit per product be higher when you sell
directly to customers?
5.3. Why might your overall profit be higher when you sell to
shopkeepers?
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Overall Chapter
Imagine you are embroidering traditional dress sets. Answer the
questions below using the following information:
– Order size: 10 traditional dress sets
– Costs per product:
Buckram = 15 AFN
Labour = 800 AFN
Thread = 30 AFN
– Price to shopkeepers for 1 dress set = 1,000 AFN
– Price to customers for 1 dress set = 1,200 AFN
1. What costs are missing from the list of costs above? Estimate
those costs.
2. What is the total cost of producing this order?
3. How could you reduce costs?
4. What is your profit if you sell to a shopkeeper?
5. What is your profit if you sell to customers in the market?
6. Would you sell to a shopkeeper or to customers in the market?
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This is what you will know by
the end of this chapter:
– What brands are and why they are important
– How to define your brand promise
– How to visually communicate your brand promise
– How to promote your business
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1. Introduction
Over the past several months, Roya’s dream has grown into a
successful small business. She receives regular orders from two
shopkeepers and has started working with a third. She also has
two personal customers. She employs six producers from her
community and makes a steady income for her family. Thanks
to Shafiq and Amina, Roya writes down orders and makes
calculations with confidence. Roya’s family and community are
proud of her.
When Roya delivers an order to a women’s traditional clothing
specialty shop, she sees a customer taking the most beautiful silk
chapan jacket out of her bag. The customer turns to her friend
and says, “I just bought an Abreshom jacket for the ceremony.
Have you heard of Abreshom?” She shows her friend a label
on the inside of the jacket. “The designer, Belquis Paiman, is
fabulous. She makes gorgeous modern jackets with colourful silk
chapan and traditional embroidery. You would love them.”
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Roya Sees the Abreshom Label in the Jacket

Roya hopes people talk about her products like that one day,
but she wonders how they will know the products are hers. She
doesn’t have a name for her business or labels for her products,
like Abreshom does.
When Roya gets home, she tells Amina about the Abreshom
jacket. She asks Amina how to make sure people know and
recommend her products. Amina says she must develop a brand,
like Abreshom, especially if she wants to make and sell her own
products. Roya has never heard of a brand.
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2. What Is a Brand?
Amina explains that a brand is a business’s reputation. It is what
a customer can count on a business to provide.

What is a brand?
A brand is a business’s reputation, or what
customers expect from a business, product or
service. It is made up of two things:
– Brand promise—a business’s promise to its
customers
– Brand identity—a name, image or label that
represents the business’s promise to customers

Brands help customers understand what to expect, or what is
being promised to them, when they buy a product. Brands help
customers decide what products to buy.
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“What do you think of clothing made in Turkey? Or in China?”
Amina asks Roya.
“Clothing made in Turkey is better quality and more expensive
than clothing made in China,” says Roya.
“So if you’re looking for a higher-quality dress, what do you do?”
Amina asks.
“I look for the ‘Istanbul fashion’ label on the dress, so I know it
comes from Turkey,” replies Roya.
She adds, “When I look for a less expensive dress, I look for the
‘Made in China’ label.”
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“Can you think of another product you buy because of the name,
label or brand?” Amina asks. Roya thinks for a minute and then
her eyes light up.
“Alokozay tea! I always buy it because I know I am getting highquality tea with good flavour. And watermelon from Jalalabad—it
is always the sweetest.

“I understand, Amina jan. When I hear these names or see the
labels, I know what I am buying. If I don’t know the name or
there is no label, I don’t know what to expect, so I have to do
more research to see if I want to buy the product.
“But Alokozay tea is a big company, Amina jan. Can a small
business like mine have a brand?”
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Amina replies, “Your brand is your reputation. You don’t have to
be a big business to have a reputation.”
At that moment, Roya hears her father talking to Arif outside.
Arif is the man fixing the handpump for their well. Arif has a
good reputation. Several people recommended him to Roya’s
father. They all said he was the only one they trusted to fix their
handpumps.
Roya asks her father to ask Arif how he built his reputation and
how he gets new customers. Arif tells Roya’s father that he is
not like other repairmen. He takes the time to fix handpumps
properly, so they don’t break again. He is friendly, on time
and charges a reasonable price. This is what he promises to
customers, and what customers have learned to expect from him.
They trust him and recommend him to others.
Even though Arif’s business is small, he has a strong brand. When
people hear his name, they know to expect good service.

Small-business brands are often based on the
business owner’s reputation.

Roya thinks about what she promises to shopkeepers and
customers and what they expect of her. She asks Amina jan to
help her develop a brand.
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3. Your Brand Promise
Amina tells Roya that to develop her brand, she needs to know
her brand promise. Her brand promise is what customers can
expect from her, or count on her to do. It is the promise she
makes to them. Arif’s customers count on him to be on time,
charge a reasonable price and fix their handpumps, so they don’t
break again.

A good brand promise has two requirements:
1. It is meaningful to your customers—it promises
to do something that is important to them.
2. It shows how you are different from or better
than your competitors.

To define Roya’s brand promise, Amina says they must follow two
steps:
– Step 1: Identify what is important to her customers
– Step 2: Identify what she does differently from or better than
her competitors
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Step 1: What is Important to Your Customers?
Amina explains that customers care about different things when
they buy different products. They may not care about style when
they buy socks, but they may care about style when they buy
dresses.

General criteria customers and shopkeepers
care about when purchasing products
1. Style – fashionable
2. Design – shape, size, colour, pattern, uniqueness
3. Quality – materials, workmanship, finishing
4. Service – friendly, respectful, reliable
5. Price – good value
6. Other – what else?
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Amina asks Roya what customers and shopkeepers care about
when they buy embroidered clothing like hers. Amina helps Roya
make a list:

1. Style—the clothing is fashionable.

2. Design—the clothing is unique, with attractive
colours and a traditional design.
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3. Quality—the workmanship and finishing are high-quality.

4. Service—the service is friendly, respectful and reliable.

5. Price—the price is good for the level of quality.
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Step 2: What Do You Do Best?
How Are You Different from Your Competitors?
Amina asks Roya to look at the list of criteria that customers and
shopkeepers care about and to identify what she does best—
better than anyone else—and what her competitors do best.
Roya’s competitors are other sales agents and producers who
make and sell products like hers. Roya makes a chart to compare
herself to her competitors.

Roya Identifies What She Does Best

What do customers
care about?
Style
What do I do best?
What does my
competition do
best?

Design

Quality

Service

X

X

X

X

Price

X
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Roya does not know as much about style and fashion as some of
her competitors, but customers like her traditional embroidery
designs. She gets compliments on the quality of her embroidery,
particularly her Kandahari and Tar Shomar embroidery. One
shopkeeper said her embroidery was among the best he has seen.
Roya is always respectful and delivers her orders on time. She
thinks her service is better than her competitors’ service because
shopkeepers often praise her for delivering on time.
Roya’s prices, however, are higher than some of her competitors’
prices.
Roya is best at design, quality and service. This means that Roya
can promise her customers and shopkeepers a level of design,
quality and service that her competitors cannot. She meets
criteria her customers care about better than her competitors do.
Roya can now define her brand promise:
– Handmade traditional clothing and embroidery with
high-quality finishing (design and quality)
– Highest-quality Kandahari and Tar Shomar hand-embroidery
(design and quality)
– Kind, respectful and reliable service (service)
Amina tells Roya that if she continues to fulfill her brand promise
by meeting the design, quality and service criteria better than her
competitors do, she will build her reputation and attract more
customers and shopkeepers who care about those criteria.
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4. Your Brand Identity
Now that Roya knows her brand promise, she needs a way of
communicating the promise to customers and shopkeepers when
she is not there—for example, when someone else is selling her
products in the market.
Amina says she needs a brand identity. Amina explains that a
brand identity is the visual representation of a brand. It is the
name, logo (symbol) or product label that communicates your
brand promise.
Since your brand identity represents your brand promise, it
should be designed with colours, fonts (writing styles) and images
that reflect that promise. For example, if your brand promise is
modern clothing, and you use a traditional outfit in your logo,
customers will be confused.

Brand identity
– The visual representation of your brand
– Your name, logo or label
– The colours, fonts (writing styles) and images you
use for your name, logo and label
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Amina shows Roya the labels on two pieces of clothing, one from
China and one from Turkey that says Istanbul. She asks Roya how
the labels represent the brand promises.

Roya thinks for a moment and then replies, “The ‘Made in China’
label is very simple with no colour and no design. It reflects the
lower quality and price of the product. The ‘Istanbul’ logo is
higher quality and more attractive. The colours, lettering and
geometric design are all modern with a hint of tradition. The logo
represents pride, quality, style and a higher price.”
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Roya pauses and smiles. “And Alokozay is written in a stylish
way, representing the high-quality and sophisticated flavour of
the tea.”
Amina is impressed with how quickly Roya learns. She jokes that
Roya should be a salesperson for Alokozay tea!
Roya wonders what she should name her business. What name
would communicate her brand promise?
Amina tells her that shopkeepers refer to her products as “Roya’s
embroidery.” She suggests Roya build on her existing reputation
of high quality and good service by naming her business Roya’s
Embroidery.
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Roya likes this idea, especially since ‘Roya’ means “dream,” and
Roya is fulfilling her dream of building a business.
Roya decides that her logo should be an embroidered ‘R’ because
her specialty is embroidery. She will embroider the ‘R’ on the
fabric inside the collar of her clothing for personal customers,
using silk thread to reflect quality. She will match the thread to
the fabric, so her logo does not affect the design of the clothing.

Roya’s Logo
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5. Promoting Your Business
Roya arrives at the peron tumban specialty shop to pick up
fabric for her next order, but the shopkeeper is busy speaking
to a tailor looking for extra work. The tailor is showing the
shopkeeper samples of his work. As the tailor leaves, he hands
the shopkeeper a small card and says to call him anytime.

The Tailor Hands the Shopkeeper a Business Card
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When Roya gets home, she asks Amina about the card. Amina
explains that the tailor left a business card with his name and
contact information on it, so the shopkeeper would remember
him and call him for work in the future.
Roya is curious to learn more. Could a business card help her
promote and expand her business? She asks Amina to tell her
more about promoting a business.
A. Define Your Message
Amina explains that the most important thing when promoting
a business is knowing what message you want to communicate.
Usually, you want people to know your business’s name, the most
important message in your brand promise and how to contact
you. This is easy for Roya:
– Business Name—Roya’s Embroidery
– Brand Promise—Highest-quality Kandahari and Tar Shomar
hand-embroidery
– Contact Information—Roya Abdul, 0799 886 474
B. Make Sales Tools
Amina says the next step is to develop sales tools, or promotional
materials, to communicate her message. She could make a
business card, as the tailor did, develop a product list or show
people samples. She could also promote her business by putting
her logo on her packaging. Nisfe jahn, an NGO to which Amina
used to sell, prints the Nisfe jahn logo on the Cellophane
packaging they use.
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Nisfe Jahn Prints Its Logo on Product Packaging

Amina tells Roya to choose sales tools that are useful for the
shopkeepers and customers who buy her products. It’s not worth
making business cards if your shopkeeper won’t keep them.
She also reminds Roya that sales tools represent her brand, so
they must be designed and printed to reflect the high quality
of her products. If the printing on her product list is messy,
shopkeepers will think her embroidery is messy.
Roya considers Amina’s advice. She decides to make a business
card to give to shopkeepers and customers who might want to
place orders with her, so they know how to contact her.
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Amina tells her that a business card usually has the following
information on it:
– Business name and logo
– Your name and title
– Your telephone number
– Your address if you have an office or workshop
– Your email address
– The most important message in your brand promise
She adds that some business cards even have a list of products
or services, or a drawing or photo of products, but that photos
should be included only if they are high-quality and reflect your
brand promise.
One of Roya’s friends uses her husband’s phone number for work,
but Roya follows Amina’s example and buys a second mobile
phone. She uses it for work and turns it off outside of normal
business hours. She uses this number on her card. She does not
have an email address.
Products:
0ERON 4UMBAN &RONT 0ANEL s %MBROIDERED 4RADITIONAL $RESS 3ET
#USTOM ORDERS UPON REQUEST s "LOOZE
0ARTY $RESS WITH %MBROIDERED 4RADITIONAL $RESS 3ET

R

Royas’s Embroidery
(IGHEST QUALITY +ANDAHARI AND 4AR 3HAMAR HAND EMBROIDERY

Roya Abdul, Owner | tel 0799 886474

Roya’s Business Card
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Roya plans to attach a business card to the Cellophane packaging
she uses. This will remind shopkeepers of her brand promise and
encourage customers to order from her again. The card will be
especially useful if her business grows, and she is not there to
interact with customers.
Roya also decides to make a product list by listing the products
and embroidery styles she makes, so shopkeepers and customers
know what they can order from her. As her business grows, she
can make separate product lists for shopkeepers and customers.
On the product list, she includes the same information she has on
her business card, so people can contact her.
Some people write their product lists by hand, but Roya prints
hers at a local print shop to reflect the high quality of her brand.
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Royas’s Embroidery
(IGHEST QUALITY +ANDAHARI AND 4AR 3HAMAR HAND EMBROIDERY
Roya Abdul, Owner | tel: 0799 886474
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Finally, Roya puts some of the best samples of her embroidery
work in a small bag. She will carry the bag with her at all times
in case she meets customers or shopkeepers interested in her
work. She will also wear clothing with her embroidery on it,
especially when she visits shopkeepers or goes to the market, so
people see the quality of her work.

Sales Tools
– Reflect your brand identity in your sales tools.
Use the same name, logo, font (style of writing)
and colours on all sales tools.
– Make sales tools that are simple, clear and easy
to read.

C. Use Sales Tools to Promote Your Business
Amina tells Roya that the final step to promoting her business
is making sure customers and shopkeepers see and use her
sales tools. Roya has already decided how to use her business
cards, product list and samples to promote her business. Amina
encourages her to think of other ways to use them to expand her
business in the future.
Could Roya use her network of family and friends to distribute
her business cards? Should she make sales calls to shopkeepers or
producers with larger businesses, like Abreshom? Are there sales
agents in the women’s market who might be interested in selling
her products? Or are there exhibitions she could attend?
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Promoting your business
1. Define the message you want to communicate
(name, brand promise, contact information).
2. Develop sales tools to communicate that
message (business cards, samples, product lists,
packaging).
3. Distribute sales tools to customers and
shopkeepers.
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Amina looks at Roya and says, “Roya jan, we’ve discussed a lot of
important information. Let’s review what we’ve discussed using
Abreshom as an example. What did the customer in the women’s
traditional clothing specialty shop say Abreshom’s brand promise
was?”
“The customer said that Abreshom combines modern designs
with traditional chapan fabric and embroidery to produce stylish
jackets,” Roya replies.
“And how is their brand promise represented in their name and
label? What is their brand identity?” asks Amina.
“Well,” Roya says, “the name Abreshom means ‘silk’ in Dari,
reflecting high quality and style. The label says ‘Abreshom’ and
‘Handmade in Afghanistan’ in stylish, modern writing. The ‘A’ is
decorated with embroidery thread, reflecting the combination of
modern style with traditional fabric and embroidery.”

Abreshom’s Logo
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“That’s exactly right,” says Amina, smiling with pride. “I used
to embroider for Abreshom. I remember that the owner, Belquis
Paiman, had a business card she gave to customers, and a
product list with photos and prices that she took to exhibitions,
where she met many of her customers.
“The business has grown very quickly the past few years. I think
your business can do the same, Roya jan.”

Abreshom’s Sales Tools
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6. Trainer’s Notes: Exercises

Section 2. What is a Brand?
2.1. What products can you think of that have logos or labels?
2.2. What does the logo or label tell you about the product?
2.3. Does the logo or label help you decide to purchase the
product?
Section 3. Your Brand Promise
3.1. What criteria do your customers and shopkeepers care about
when they buy products like yours (style, design, quality,
service, price, other)?
3.2. Compare how well you and your competitors meet those
criteria. What are you best at? What are your competitors best
at? Use the Competition and Your Brand Promise template in the
Resources Section of the Toolkit.
3.3. What is your brand promise?
Section 4. Your Brand Identity
4.1. Look around your house or the market and pick out two logos
you like. What do the names of the businesses and logos tell
you about the brand?
4.2. What is the name of your business? How does it reflect your
brand promise?
4.3 What kinds of images (symbols), colours and fonts (styles of
writing) reflect your brand promise? Can you put them together
to make a logo?
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Section 5. Promoting Your Business
5.1. What message do you want to communicate to customers and
shopkeepers to promote your business?
5.2. What sales tools can you use to communicate your message?
Design a business card and make a product list for your
business.
5.3. How can you use these sales tools to promote your business
to customers and shopkeepers?
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Roya Tracks Her Sales
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This is what you will know by
the end of this chapter:
– Why tracking your sales is important
– How to track your sales
– What you can learn from tracking your sales and
how to use that information
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1. Introduction
It is one month before Eid, and two of Roya’s producers are
visiting family in Islamabad. Roya is working day and night to
do their work as well as hers. Roya does not mind working hard.
She thinks she can manage, as she doesn’t expect any new orders
until the producers return after Eid.
But after a few days, Roya receives two big orders from
shopkeepers that need to be completed before Eid. Roya
is surprised. She is already working on orders for the same
shopkeepers. The shopkeepers tell her this is their busiest time of
year, so they don’t want to run out of clothing.

Roya Is Too Busy to Fulfill New Orders
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Roya does not want to disappoint the shopkeepers, but she is
already very busy. She asks Amina for advice. Amina tells Roya
she cannot accept the orders. If she tries to complete them herself
or hires producers she does not know, she will break her brand
promise of high quality.
A few months later, Amina asks Roya if she knows when her
busiest time of year is. She asks if Roya keeps track of her sales by
adding up the order payments she gets every month. Roya says
she only writes down the orders in her notebook, as Amina jan
showed her to do.
Amina looks at Roya’s notebook. “Roya jan, your notebook is neat
and organized. You are recording each order very well. You have
all the information you need to track your sales right here. Let’s
have some tea, and I will show you how to do it.”
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2. Tracking Your Sales
“Tracking your sales means looking at how many order payments
you receive per month, per shopkeeper or per product,” says
Amina. “The information you get from sales tracking tells you if
your business is growing or not, so you know if you are making
good business decisions. The information also helps you plan
better, so you can build your business more quickly.

Sales tracking tells you if your business is growing
or not. It also helps you plan production and
promotional activities to improve your business.

“There are three main ways to track sales: by sales channel, by
product and by time period. Each one gives you information you
can use to improve your business. Let’s review each one and use
the orders in your notebook to track your sales,” say Amina.

Track your sales in three main ways:
A. By sales channel (where and how you sell your
product)
B. By product
C. By time period (week, month or year)
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A. By Sales Channel

B. By Product

Track Your Sales in Three Main Ways
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C. By Time Period
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A. Tracking Sales by Sales Channel
Sales channels are the different ways or places in which you sell
your products.
There are two main types of sales channels.
1. Sales channels for sales to shopkeepers and other people who
resell your products
– Shops
– Producers with large businesses
– NGOs working in craft
2. Sales channels for sales directly to customers
– Personal recommendations
– Women’s markets
– Neighbourhood groups
– Exhibitions

If you sell to shopkeepers, your sales channels are the different
kinds of shops in which you sell your products: garment shops,
different kinds of specialty shops (peron tumban specialty shops,
women’s and children’s traditional clothing specialty shops,
festive clothing specialty shops) or home decor shops. If you sell
to other people who resell your products, your sales channels
might be producers with larger businesses, like Abreshom, or
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) that sell craft products.
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Shops

Producers with Large Businesses

NGOs Working in Craft

Possible Sales Channels:
Sales to Shopkeepers and Other People Who Resell Your Products
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If you sell directly to customers, your sales channels are the
different ways you reach customers. They may be personal
recommendations, women’s markets, neighbourhood groups or
exhibitions.

Personal Recommendations

Women’s Markets

Neighbourhood Groups

Possible Sales Channels: Sales to Customers
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Exhibitions
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“I sell to shopkeepers at two peron tumban specialty shops and at
a women’s traditional clothing specialty shop. I also sell through
personal recommendations. These are my sales channels,” says
Roya.
Roya’s Sales Channels

Sales to Shopkeepers
Peron Tumban Specialty Shop (Aman)
Peron Tumban Specialty Shop (Reshad)
Women’s Traditional Clothing
Specialty Shop (Naseem)

Other People Who Resell Your Products
and Personal Recommendations
Personal Customer (Parisa)
Personal Customer (Maryam)

Amina explains that by adding up her sales by sales channel,
Roya will know which ones work best for her. She can plan
to sell more through those sales channels or focus on finding
similar channels to expand her business. She will also see if some
channels are busier at different times of the year, so she can plan
her production. And she can identify sales channels she hasn’t
tried.
When Amina’s brother-in-law, Abdullah, started tracking his
sales, he realized he needed to close his shop in the bazaar and
focus on his best sales channels, which are exhibitions and his
workshop in Kuh-eSehr Darwaza.
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Amina explains that some people go a step further and track
their sales by each shopkeeper they work with or each personal
customer they have. They use this information to thank their best
shopkeepers and customers and to find more like them.
Amina draws a chart in Roya’s notebook. “Let’s track your sales
by channel,” she says.
She asks Roya to list the shopkeepers she works with and group
them by the type of shop they own.

Peron Tumban Specialty Shop
(Aman)

Peron Tumban Specialty Shop
(Reshad)

Roya’s Sales Channels: Sales to Shopkeepers
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Women’s Traditional Clothing
Specialty Shop (Naseem)

Roya Tracks Her Sales

She then asks Roya to list the customers to whom she sells and
group them by sales channel, or by the way she sells to them.

Personal Customer (Parisa)

Personal Customer (Maryam)

Roya’s Sales Channels: Sales to Customers

She writes the months of the year across the top of the chart.
Together, they review each of Roya’s orders from the past year
and use the payment information to fill out the chart.
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Roya’s Sales Tracking by Sales Channel Chart
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

6,000

6,000

6,000

6,000

4,800

6,000

-

3,000

4,000

4,000

4,200

4,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

6,000

9,000

10,000

10,000

9,000

10,000

-

-

-

-

-

1,400

-

-

-

-

-

1,400

-

-

-

-

-

2,800

6,000

9,000

10,000

10,000

9,000

12,800

Peron Tumban Specialty Shop (Aman)

Peron Tumban Specialty Shop (Reshad)

Women’s Traditional Clothing Specialty
Shop (Naseem)
Total Sales to Shopkeepers (AFN)

Personal Customer (Parisa)

Personal Customer (Maryam)
Total Sales to Personal Customers (AFN)
Total Sales (AFN)
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Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total (AFN)

12,000

4,800

7,200

6,000

4,800

4,800

74,400

6,000

4,200

4,800

6,000

3,000

3,000

46,200

-

2,800

12,600

7,000

8,400

8,400

39,200

18,000

11,800

24,600

19,000

16,200

16,200

159,800

-

1,400

-

-

1,400

-

4,200

-

1,200

1,400

-

-

-

4,000

-

2,600

1,400

-

1,400

-

8,200

18,000

14,400

26,000

19,000

17,600

16,200

168,000
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Highest sales over past two months

Sales higher to shopkeepers than
to personal customers
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When they are finished, they look at the chart. Roya sees that her
sales are higher to shopkeepers than to personal customers and
that her highest sales are to peron tumban specialty shops.
Amina points out that Roya’s sales to the traditional clothing
specialty shop are increasing very quickly. In fact, her sales over
the past two months are highest to the women’s traditional
clothing specialty shop, even though she started selling there only
five months ago.
Amina reminds Roya that she must always compare sales
information over the same time period. Comparing five months of
sales to one shopkeeper to a year of sales to another shopkeeper
is not a fair comparison and does not give useful information.
“Amina jan, maybe I could find another women’s traditional
clothing specialty shop to buy my products—one that sells highquality clothing, as the shop I sell to now does,” says Roya.
“That would be a good way to expand your business,” says
Amina. “You could find a shop that attracts the same kinds of
customers as the women’s traditional clothing shop you sell to
now. Those kinds of customers like your work.”

Tracking your sales by sales channel gives you
information you can use to improve your business:
– Your best and worst sales channels
– Your top customers
– Your busiest times of year for each sales channel
– Ideas for different sales channels to try
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B. Tracking Sales by Product
Tracking your sales by product tells you which products have
the highest and lowest sales, so you can decide which ones to
produce and promote to shopkeepers and customers, and which
ones to stop making. If you know which products are most
popular, you can make more products like them.
When Amina’s brother-in-law learned that his large wooden tray
was his bestselling product, but that some customers found it too
expensive, he made a lower-priced, medium-sized wooden tray.
“To track your sales by product, add up the money you are paid
for each type of product you make,” Amina tells Roya. “I like to
track my sales by product every month,” she adds. “That way I
know if certain products are more popular at different times of
the year.”
Amina makes another chart in Roya’s notebook and helps her fill
it out. Roya lists her products down the side of the chart, writes
the months across the top and adds her sales by product for each
month.

Peron tumban front panel

Embroidered traditional
dress set

Party dress with embroidered
traditional dress set

Roya’s Products
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Roya’s Sales Tracking by Product Chart
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

6,000

9,000

10,000

10,000

9,000

10,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2,800

-

-

-

-

-

-

6,000

9,000

10,000

10,000

9,000

12,800

Peron tumban front panel

Embroidered traditional dress set

Party dress with embroidered
traditional dress set

Blooze
TOTAL SALES (AFN)
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Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total (AFN)

18,000

9,000

12,000

12,000

7,800

7,800

120,600

Bestselling product

-

2,800

12,600

7,000

8,400

8,400

39,200

Fastest growing sales

-

1,400

1,400

-

1,400

-

7,000

-

1,200

-

-

-

-

1,200

18,000

14,400

26,000

19,000

17,600

16,200

168,000
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Roya’s bestselling products are her peron tumban panels, but
sales of her embroidered traditional dress sets are growing
quickly. They were higher than sales of peron tumban panels for
the last two months. Roya makes more profit on the dress sets,
so she decides to try and sell more of them, either to another
women’s traditional clothing specialty shop or to more personal
customers. She can also ask her cousin to sell them in the
women’s market.
Since Roya’s most popular products are traditional embroidered
clothing, she wonders what other traditional clothing she can
make.
“Amina jan, I can make traditional embroidered children’s
clothing. Maybe shopkeepers and customers will like those.”

Tracking your sales by product gives you
information you can use to improve your business:
– Your most and least successful products
– When people buy different products
– Ideas for new products to make
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C. Tracking Sales by Time Period
“The third way to track your sales is by time period,” says Amina.
“We have already looked at how your sales by sales channel and
by product change over time. Now let’s look at how your total
sales change over time.”
Amina instructs Roya to add up her total sales per month at
the bottom of her sales tracking charts. She tells Roya that the
monthly and yearly totals should be the same for both charts.
Amina explains that calculating your total sales each week,
month and year tells you if your business is growing or not. It
enables you to see if the decisions you are making are good or
bad for your business.
It also tells you what your busiest times of year are, so you can
plan to have enough materials and producers ready. You and your
producers can schedule holidays for your least busy periods or
focus on training, finding new suppliers or other activities that
improve your business.
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Roya’s Sales Tracking by Month
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total
Sales
(AFN)

6,000

9,000

10,000

10,000

9,000

12,800

18,000

14,400

26,000

19,000

17,600

16,200

168,000

Roya’s Sales Are Highest before Eid
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Roya looks at her sales tracking charts.
She is pleased to see that her total sales have increased over the
year. She is not surprised that her busiest time of year is right
before Eid. This makes sense because people like to celebrate Eid
in new traditional clothing.
“If I had known this before, Amina jan, I could have asked my
producers to take their holidays later, or found and tested new
producers in advance. I could have fulfilled the additional orders
before Eid. Next time, I will be prepared,” Roya says with a smile.
“Now that you are tracking your sales, Roya jan, you can measure
your business’s growth year-to-year,” says Amina. “You can use
the information to set goals and to measure whether or not you
are meeting those goals. For example, if your goal is to have sales
of 200,000 AFN next year, but your sales are only 60,000 AFN in
the first half of the year, you know you need to make big changes
to meet your goal.

Track your total sales:
– See if your business is growing or not.
– Find your busiest time of year.
– Measure progress toward your sales goals.
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“Later, we can discuss this more, Roya jan. The most important
thing to remember now is to always compare sales over the same
time period,” says Amina.
“I understand, Amina jan,” says Roya. “If I want to know how my
sales have changed year-to-year, I must compare sales in the first
half of this year to sales in the first half of last year. Comparing
sales in the first half of this year to sales in the last month of last
year wouldn’t tell me anything.

Last Year

This Year

Compare Sales Information over the Same Time Period Each Year

Always compare sales information over the same
time period.
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“Amina jan, you are so knowledgeable and experienced in
business. I had all this important information in my notebook,
and I didn’t even know it! You have helped me understand how I
can use sales tracking information to improve my business. I can’t
thank you enough.”

Use the information you get from
tracking your sales:
– Find new shopkeepers and customers in your top
sales channels.
– Let your top shopkeepers and customers know
you appreciate them.
– Make more of your bestselling products or make
new, similar products.
– Identify new sales channels or new products you
can make.
– Be prepared for your busiest time of year.
– Set goals, make a plan and track your progress.
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3. Trainer’s Notes: Exercises

Section 2. Tracking Your Sales
2.1. Why is sales tracking important? How can it help your business?
2.2. What are the different ways to track your sales?
2.3. Track your sales by sales channel for the last three months
using the Sales Tracking by Sales Channel Chart template in
the Resources Section of the Toolkit. What are your best sales
channels? Which shopkeepers and customers buy most from
you? When is your busiest month?
2.4. Track your sales by product for the last three months using the
Sales Tracking by Product Chart template in the Resources
Section of the Toolkit. What are your highest- and lowest-selling
products?
2.5. Are your total sales increasing or decreasing?
2.6. What have you learned from tracking your sales? How will you
use this information to improve your business?
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C. Make New Products
D. Make an Action Plan
Step 4. Tracking Progress – Are You On Track to Meet
Your Goal?
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This is what you will know by
the end of this chapter:
– Why it is important to set business goals
– How to set goals for your business
– How to make an action plan to achieve your goals
– How to improve sales to shopkeepers and
customers
– How to find and sell to new customers
– How to track progress toward your goals
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1. Introduction
Roya enjoys making clothing, managing producers and fulfilling
orders for shopkeepers. She is pleased to contribute to her
family’s income every month.
But the money she makes is not enough. Roya’s son, Farhad,
starts school this year, and Roya is worried about paying for his
tuition, uniform and books.
“Amina jan, when we talked about sales tracking, you mentioned
setting goals. I have not set goals for my business before, but I
have a goal now. I want to expand my business. I want to make
more money to pay for Farhad’s schooling,” says Roya.
“Roya jan, that is a good goal. Expanding your business means
increasing your sales. That is one way to make more profit. But
remember, you can also make more profit by reducing costs. We
have discussed reducing costs already, so let’s focus on increasing
your sales,” says Amina.

Roya Wonders How to Expand Her Business
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2. Planning for Growth
Amina explains that expanding, or growing, a business is like
going on a trip. You need to know where you are, where you want
to go and how to get there. You also need to track your progress
to make sure you are on the right track.
When Shafiq visits his cousin in Jalalabad, he makes a plan to
get there. He plans what time to leave, what bus to take and how
much money he needs. If he doesn’t know where he is going or
how to get there, he might be lucky and catch the right bus, or he
might end up in Herat without enough money to get home.

Step 1: Starting Point

Kabul
2 hr 9 min

Step 2: Destination

Jalalabad
Step 3: Route

Planning for Growth Is Like Planning a Trip
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Planning for growth is like planning a trip:
– Step 1. Starting point
How is your business doing today?
– Step 2. Destination
What is your goal for next year?
– Step 3. Route
How will you meet your goal?
– Step 4. Tracking Progress
Are you on track to meet your goal? Change your
route if you hit a detour or bump in the road.

Planning for growth is the same. Once you know where you are,
or how your business is doing, you can decide where you want to
go. You can set an achievable goal and define actions to meet that
goal. You then need to check your progress to see if you are on
track to meet your goal, or if you need to change your actions.
If you don’t plan for growth, you may be lucky and increase your
sales, but you may also lose money. Planning helps you get what
you want with the least amount of time and money.
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Step 1: Starting Point –
How Is Your Business Doing Today?
Amina explains that the first step in planning for growth is
knowing where you are starting from. Understanding how your
business is doing today allows you to set a realistic sales goal and
define actions to achieve that goal. If you don’t know where you
are, how can you decide where to go and how to get there?
Amina tells Roya that to grow her business, she must have good
business practices in place. If she has poor quality, high costs or
a bad reputation, it will be difficult to increase her sales. Amina
asks Roya if her business is ready for growth.

Are you ready for growth?
Do you have good business practices in place?
– Production planning (see Chapter 2)
– Quality checks (see Chapter 2)
– Cost reduction (see Chapter 3)
– Promotion (see Chapter 4)
– Sales tracking (see Chapter 5)

“Thanks to your help, Amina jan, I have good practices in place. I
am ready to grow my business,” says Roya.
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Roya’s Business Today

Amina then tells Roya to review her sales tracking information
(see Chapter 5) to better understand her current sales and to
identify opportunities for growth.

What are your sales today?
Are there opportunities for growth?
– What are your sales today? What were your sales
last year? Are sales increasing or decreasing?
– What are your most and least successful sales
channels? Can you sell more through those
channels or find new sales channels to try?
– What are your most and least popular products?
Can you sell more of your popular products
or make new, similar ones? Are there different
products you can make?
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Step 2: Destination –
What Is Your Goal for Next Year?
The next step in planning for growth is deciding where you want
to go. Set your goal, or target, for growth.
Amina explains that a goal must be achievable. If your goal is
too high, the actions you define to meet your goal will not be
practical, and your sales may not increase.
A goal must also be specific and have a deadline, so you can
measure your progress toward it.
“If my goal is to increase sales by a lot, I won’t know when
I’ve met my goal. But if my goal is to increase sales by 20,000
AFN next year, I can use sales tracking information to measure
progress and see if I’ve achieved my goal.”

Setting goals
– Goals keep you focused, so you spend time and
money on the actions that will grow your
business.
– Set achievable, measurable goals with clear
deadlines.
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“I set a sales goal for my business every year,” says Amina. “What
is your sales goal for next year, Roya jan?”
“Last year, I had sales of 168,000 AFN. My goal is to increase
sales by 30,000 AFN next year. My business has grown quickly
already. I think this goal is achievable, and if I meet it, I will have
enough money to pay for Farhad’s schooling,” replies Roya.
“Just remember, Roya jan, that increasing your sales by 30,000
AFN does not mean your profit will increase by the same
amount. The amount your profit increases depends on the prices
and costs of the additional products you sell.”

Roya Sets Her Sales Goal for Next Year

Sales Last Year: 168,000 AFN

Sales Goal: +30,000 AFN
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Sales Next Year: 198,000 AFN
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Step 3: Route –
How Will You Meet Your Goal?
The third step in planning for growth is deciding how to get
there. What actions do you need to take to achieve your goal?
Are those actions practical given the time and money you have?

Roya Defines Actions to Meet Her Goal

A

B

C
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Amina explains that there are three main ways to increase sales:
A. Improve your sales practices.
B. Find new shopkeepers and customers.
C. Make new products that customers like.
“Let’s look at each one to see how you can increase your sales,
Roya jan. Just remember that doing other things to strengthen
your business, like improving quality (see Chapter 2), reducing
costs (see Chapter 3) and promoting your business (see Chapter
4), can also help increase your sales.”

A. Improve Your Sales Practices
Amina tells Roya that by improving her sales practices, she can
sell more products. Amina explains that this is usually the fastest
and least costly way of increasing sales.
Amina outlines some ways Roya can improve her sales practices:
Good Customer Service
Customer service is how you interact with shopkeepers and
customers. Good customer service starts with reliability. This
means keeping your promise of agreed design, quality, quantity,
price and delivery date.
If you are reliable, friendly and polite, you build trust, so
shopkeepers and customers buy from you again. If you are
unreliable and unfriendly, you lose shopkeepers and customers.
Good customer service can make you stand out from your
competitors.
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Practice good customer service:
– Keep your promises.
– Notify shopkeepers and customers of changes to
their orders or delivery times as soon as possible.
– Be polite, friendly and respectful.
– Listen carefully. Make sure people are finished
speaking before you reply.
– Remember shopkeepers’ and customers’ names
and the products they buy.
– Respond to questions and complaints quickly with
correct information.
– Ask shopkeepers and customers for feedback.
Use the feedback.
– Commit to fix, replace or take back flawed
products.

Roya Practices Good Customer Service by Being Reliable,
Friendly and a Good Listener
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Roya is already reliable. She decides to work on listening
carefully. She will also ask shopkeepers and customers for more
feedback.

Sales
If you have extra products on hand, reduce the price of your
products for a period of time, so they sell quickly. Sales help you
sell old products, so you have money to make new, more popular
ones. Sales also encourage people to buy more.

1400
1200

If Roya Makes Ready-Made Products One Day,
She Will Put Old Products on Sale each Season
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“Abreshom puts their wool coats on sale at the end of winter,”
says Amina. “They make less money per coat, but they make
money right away. They use the money to produce new jackets
for summer. If they wait until the following winter to sell the
coats, the coats may get ruined in storage or be out of fashion.”
Roya fulfills orders, so she does not have old products to sell, but
if she makes ready-made products to sell at the women’s market
one day, she will put her old products on sale each season.

Sales Promotions
Give shopkeepers and customers a discount or gift if they buy
several products at once or spend a certain amount of money.
Amina gives a 10% discount to personal customers who buy over
five items a year. Roya decides to do the same. She will also give
a lightly embroidered cotton bag as a gift to her best personal
customers.

Roya Will Give a Gift to Her Best Personal Customers
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B. Find New Shopkeepers and Customers
Another way to increase sales is by finding new shopkeepers and
customers to buy your products, but it often takes time to find
them.
Amina tells Roya she can find new shopkeepers and customers
in her current sales channels. For example, she can find another
peron tumban specialty shop.
Roya can also try new sales channels, like a women’s market.

Identify new shopkeepers and customers
or new sales channels:
– Review the information in your Sales Tracking by
Sales Channel Chart.
– Ask your network of friends, family, shopkeepers
and customers.
– Visit different shops and markets to see where
similar products are sold.
– Ask NGOs, associations or government agencies
that support craft businesses.
– Look for larger companies with international
orders that need producers.
– Look for opportunities outside of Afghanistan,
especially in neighbouring countries.
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First, Roya must decide what types of shopkeepers and
customers to target. Then, she must decide how best to reach
them. Amina reminds her that information from her Sales
Tracking by Sales Channel Chart can help her do this (see
Chapter 5).
Roya’s sales to shopkeepers are much higher than her sales to
customers. Her highest sales in the past two months are to the
women’s traditional clothing specialty shop. Roya decides to look
for another women’s traditional clothing specialty shop to buy
her products. She will ask her family and friends, as well as the
shopkeepers at the peron tumban specialty shops she works with,
to help her find one.

Roya Looks for Another Women’s Traditional Clothing
Specialty Shop to Buy Her Products
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Roya also wants to try selling at a women’s market. But Amina
says that selling in the market can take a lot of time. Fulfilling
orders from shopkeepers and customers is less risky than making
products she doesn’t know people will buy, especially for a small
business.
Roya says she still wants to try selling at a women’s market one
day. She thinks her party dresses with embroidered traditional
dress sets will be popular there. She has seen party dresses in
the market like hers, but hers are better quality. Her cousin Farah
could sell the dresses for her. If sales went well, she could sell the
party dresses in other women’s markets. She could even sell them
in the women’s market near Shafiq’s cousin’s house in Tajikistan.
She has heard it is a popular one.
Amina laughs. “Roya jan, it’s good to have big dreams, but doing
too many new things at once can prevent you from keeping
your current business running well. The women’s market might
be a good sales channel to try next year when your business is
stronger. If you want to try a new sales channel this year, you
could find another kind of traditional clothing specialty shop,
like one for children, or be a producer for a larger business, like
Abreshom.”
Roya decides to find another kind of traditional clothing specialty
shop instead of trying a different sales channel.
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Personal Recommendations

Women’s Markets

Neighbourhood Groups

Exhibitions

Sales Channels: Sales to Customers

Shops

Producers with Large Businesses

NGOs Working in Craft

Sales Channels: Sales to Shopkeepers and Other People Who Resell Your Products

After Considering Different Sales Channels,
Roya Decides to Find More Shopkeepers to Buy Her Products
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C. Make New Products
The last way to increase your sales is to develop new products.
This process takes time and money, but it is worth it if your new
products are popular.
“You know from your sales tracking information that your
traditional products with Kandahari and Tar Shomar embroidery
are your most successful products, Roya jan. Kandahari and
Tar Shomar embroidery is also what you do best. What other
traditional products can you make using those skills?” asks
Amina.
“I know! I can make traditional children’s clothing, as you
suggested, Amina jan. I can sell the clothing to the women’s
traditional clothing specialty shop I work with now. Or I can find
a children’s traditional clothing specialty shop.”
“Good idea, Roya jan. We’ll have to talk more about how to
develop new products sometime,” says Amina.
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Roya Decides to Make Traditional Children’s Clothing
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D. Make an Action Plan
“We have discussed some practical ways to increase your sales,
Roya jan. Let’s write them down in your notebook. We will make
an action plan, so you don’t forget what you need to do, and so
you can track your progress.”
Amina draws a chart in Roya’s notebook. She makes columns for
Goal, Action, Deadline and On Track. She records Roya’s overall
sales goal in the chart. Then, she and Roya fill in the actions they
discussed. They divide the actions into three groups:
A. Improve sales practices.
B. Find new shopkeepers and customers.
C. Make new products.
They add a deadline for each action.

Goal

Action

Deadline

On Track

Overall Goal

Increase sales by 30,000 AFN to 198,000 AFN for the year.

End 2015

To be completed

Customer Service Improve customer service by listening carefully, and asking
shopkeepers and customers for more feedback.

Throughout
the year

To be completed

Sales Promotions 10% discount to personal customers who buy over five items
a year. Give a lightly embroidered cotton bag as a gift to best
personal customers.

Begin Jan
2015

To be completed

B. Find New Shopkeepers
and Customers

Find another women’s traditional clothing specialty shop to buy
products. Ask family, friends, customers or shopkeepers to help.

April 2015

To be completed

C. Make New Products

Make children’s clothing. Sell it in women’s traditional clothing
specialty shops and possibly in children’s traditional clothing
specialty shops.

June 2015

To be completed

A. Improve Sales
Practices
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Roya’s Action Plan

Overall Goal: Increase Sales Next Year by 30,000 AFN

Improve Sales Practices: Customer Service

Improve Sales Practices: Sales Promotions

New Shopkeepers: Women’s Traditional
Clothing Specialty Shop

New Product: Traditional Children’s Clothing
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“Now your job is to make sure you have the right resources to
follow your action plan, Roya jan. Do you need to hire people
to help you? Do you have money to make a new product? Once
you have the right resources, you can follow your action plan to
increase your sales,” says Amina.
Roya knows she will have to hire and train new producers when
she finds new shopkeepers to buy her products and gets orders
for her children’s clothing, so she starts looking for them right
away. She also starts saving money every month to cover the cost
of making a new product.
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Identify the resources you need to follow
your action plan:
– Time
– People (suppliers and producers)
– Equipment
– Money
Do you need money to follow your action plan?
– Save money each month.
– Ask for a loan from your family, friends or a
shopkeeper who trusts you. Show them your work
and tell them about your action plan. Agree on the
amount of the loan and a date for repayment.
Record the agreement.
– Apply for a loan from a microfinance institution.
Use your action plan, sales tracking charts and
samples to apply. Get a letter of support from a
shopkeeper you work with. Agree on the amount
and conditions of the loan and a repayment date.
Record the agreement.
– Always repay your loans on time. If you don’t, you
will lose trust and not get another loan.
If you can’t find the resources you need to follow
your action plan, change the actions in it.
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Step 4: Tracking Progress –
Are You On Track to Meet Your Goal?
Three months after Roya implements her action plan, Amina asks
her if she is making progress. Roya does not know. Amina tells
her to review the actions in the action plan every month to see if
she is on track to meet the deadline. If she puts a Yes or a No in
the “On Track” column next to each action, she can see where
she is falling behind and determine how to catch up.

Goal

Action

Deadline

Overall Goal

Increase sales by 30,000 AFN to 198,000 AFN for the
year.

End 2015

Customer Service Improve customer service by listening carefully, and
asking shopkeepers and customers for more feedback.

Throughout the year

Yes

Sales Promotions 10% discount to personal customers who buy over five
items a year. Give a lightly embroidered cotton bag as
a gift to best personal customers.

Begin Jan 2015

Yes

B. Find New Shopkeepers
and Customers

Find another women’s traditional clothing specialty
shop to buy products. Ask family, friends, customers
or shopkeepers to help.

April 2015

Yes

C. Make New Products

Make children’s clothing. Sell it in women’s traditional
clothing specialty shops and possibly in children’s
traditional clothing specialty shops.

June 2015

Yes

A. Improve Sales
Practices
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Amina also tells Roya to check her total sales every month to see
if she is making progress toward her goal.
“What do you want your total sales to be at the end of the year,
Roya jan?” asks Amina.
“That’s easy,” replies Roya. “My sales last year were 168,000
AFN, and I want to increase them by 30,000 AFN, so my goal is
to have total sales of 198,000 AFN this year.”
Total Sales Goal = Last Year’s Sales + Sales Growth Goal
= 168,000 AFN + 30,000 AFN
= 198,000 AFN
Amina tells Roya to divide her total sales goal of 198,000 AFN by
12, the number of months in the year, to get her monthly sales
target.
Roya calculates her monthly sales target.
Monthly Sales Target = Total Sales Goal ÷
Number of Months in the Year
= 198,000 AFN ÷ 12
= 16,500 AFN
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“This is your monthly sales target, Roya jan. Compare it to your
actual sales each month to see if you are on track,” says Amina.

Roya Compares Actual Sales with Her Monthly Sales Target
Jan

Feb

March

Actual Sales (AFN)

16,000

16, 000

17,000

Sales Target (AFN)

16,500

16,500

16,500

Roya’s sales this month are 17,000 AFN. This is more than her
sales target of 16,500 AFN, so Roya is pleased.
Amina points out that Roya’s sales are above target this month,
but they were below target the last two months. She says this
makes sense because, in the first two months, Roya was just
starting to follow her action plan.
Amina explains that the monthly target is only a guide. Roya’s
sales will be higher than the target some months and lower
other months because her sales change throughout the year.
For example, Roya’s sales are higher before Eid. What is most
important is that when Roya adds her monthly sales for the entire
year, she meets her goal.
Roya has been following her plan for three months. Amina
suggests she check her progress to date toward her goal. This
means comparing her actual sales over the three-month period to
her sales target for the three-month period. Amina makes a chart
in Roya’s notebook to help her do this.
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Roya’s Sales Growth Tracking Chart:
Roya Compares Her Actual Sales to Date with Her Sales Targets
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr–Dec

Actual Sales (AFN)

16,000

16,000

17,000

49,000

Monthly Sales Target (AFN)

16,500

16,500

16,500

49,500

Above or Below Target (AFN)

-500

-500

500

-500

Roya calculates her actual sales for the three-month period.
Actual Sales to Date = Sales in Month 1 + Sales in Month 2 +
Sales in Month 3
= 16,000 AFN + 16,000 AFN + 17,000 AFN
= 49,000 AFN
She then calculates her sales target for the three-month period.
Sales Target to Date = Monthly Sales Target × Number of Months
= 16,500 AFN × 3
= 49,500 AFN
Roya is upset that her actual sales to date, 49,000 AFN, are lower
than her sales target of 49,500 AFN. Amina tells her not to worry.
She is on track with her action plan, and her sales have increased
each month. If her sales are higher than her target in future
months, she will still meet her goal.
She advises Roya to check her progress to date every month.
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Tracking progress
– Use sales tracking information to measure
progress toward your sales goal every month.
– Check your action plan every month to make sure
you are on track.

“Roya jan, tracking progress is the final step in growing your
business. It is an important step because it tells you if you are on
track to meet your goal. If you fall behind or run into trouble, you
need to review your action plan. If your sales aren’t growing, but
your action plan is on track, you need to change your actions or
add new ones to meet your goal,” says Amina.
“Thank you, Amina jan. I understand how planning helps me
grow my business. Planning keeps me focused on the most
important activities to increase my sales. If I can stay on track
and achieve my goal, I can pay for Farhad’s schooling!”
“That’s right, Roya jan. You can use these steps to help meet any
of your business goals, from increasing sales to reducing costs to
getting the right systems in place for future growth,” says Amina.
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3. Trainer’s Notes: Exercises

Section 2. Planning for Growth
2.1. What do you need to do to plan for growth?
Step 1: Starting Point – How Is Your Business Doing Today?
2.2. Look at your sales over the past one to three years (see Chapter
5 on sales tracking). Are they increasing or decreasing? What was
your total sales last year?
2.3. Look at your sales by sales channel and by product. Do you
see opportunities for growth?

Step 2: Destination – What Is Your Goal for Next Year?
2.4. What is your sales goal for next year?
2.5. Why do you think this goal is achievable?
Step 3: Route – How Will You Meet Your Goal?
2.6. What are the three key ways to increase your sales?
2.7. What are three ways you can improve your sales practices?
2.8. What is your top sales channel? Name two new shopkeepers
or customers in that channel who could buy your products. How
can you find these shopkeepers or customers?
2.9. What new sales channel can you try? Why would it be
successful?
2.10. What is your most popular product? Name a similar product
you can make.
2.11. What new products can you make? Why would they be
successful?
2.12. Are all of these actions to increase sales practical given the
time and money you have?
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2.13. Make an action plan to achieve your sales goal. Use the
Action Plan template in the Resources Section of the Toolkit.
2.14. What resources do you need to follow your action plan? How
much time do you need? Do you need to hire more people or
find new suppliers? Do you need new equipment? How much
money do you need?
2.15. How can you get the money you need to follow your action
plan (refer to the Artisan Toolkit website for a list of financial
institutions in Afghanistan (www.artisantoolkit.af/resources))?
If you take a loan, what do you need to consider? What happens if
you don’t repay your loan on time?

Step 4: Tracking Progress –
Are You On Track to Meet Your Goal?
2.16. If your sales were 100,000 AFN last year, and your goal is to
increase sales by 20,000 AFN this year, what is your monthly
sales target? How can you tell if you are meeting that target? If
your actual sales in the first three months are 10,000 AFN, 11,000
AFN and 13,000 AFN, are you on track to meet your goal? Use
the Sales Growth Tracking Chart in the Resources Section of the
Toolkit to help you.
2.17. What can you do if you are not making progress toward your
goal?
2.18. What other kinds of goals can you set for your business?
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This is what you will know by
the end of this chapter:
– How to develop new products
– How to research the kinds of products to make
– How to design new products
– How to test new products
– How to market and sell new products
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1. Introduction
Roya is following her action plan to increase sales. As part of the
plan, she decides to develop a new product, but she does not
know where to start. She asks Amina jan for advice.
Amina says that making new products is an important way
of keeping shopkeepers and customers interested in your
business, especially when you make your own products to sell.
Shopkeepers and customers like new products that reflect the
season or the latest fashion trends.
Amina makes new products every year. Shopkeepers and
customers know she always has something new and fashionable
to sell, so they keep buying from her.
Amina explains that there are two main ways of developing new
products:
1. Update current products—Update the details on a product,
while keeping the overall shape and style the same. This could
mean changing the colour, material or size of a product. Roya,
for example, could make embroidered traditional dress sets in
new colour combinations for her party dresses.
2. Develop entirely new products—Make a product with a
design or style that you have not sold before. Roya could make
traditional children’s clothing.
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There are two ways to develop new products:
1. Update current products.
– Change colour
– Change material
– Change size
2. Develop entirely new products.

1. Update current products—
Roya could make embroidered traditional dress sets
in a new colour for her party dresses.

2. Develop entirely new products—
Roya could make embroidered traditional
children’s clothing.

Two Ways to Develop New Products
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2. Making New Products
Amina tells Roya that making new products involves four main
steps:
– Step 1: Research
Gather information to help you decide what kinds of products
to make.
– Step 2: Design
Look for inspiration and make different designs.
– Step 3: Testing and Production
Test the best designs and produce the most successful ones.
– Step 4: Promotion and Sales
Promote and sell your new products.
Following these steps helps ensure your new products are
successful.
Amina reminds Roya that new products must reflect her brand
promise. If she makes lower-quality products, for example, it will
damage her reputation as a high-quality producer.
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Step 1: Research
“Before you develop a new product, Roya jan, you must do
research to discover what products people will buy,” says Amina.
“Let’s review and add to the research you have already done.”
She asks Roya some questions.
1. Which of your products are most successful? Review your
sales tracking information (see Chapter 5 on sales tracking).
Can you update the colour, size, material or detail to make a
new product? Are there other similar products you can make?

Roya’s Sales Tracking by Product
Product

Sales (AFN)

Peron tumban front panel
Fastest growing sales

Embroidered traditional dress set

120,600
39,200

Party dress with embroidered
traditional dress set

7,000

Blooze

1,200
Total Sales

168,000

Roya knows from her sales tracking information that her
traditional products are most popular and that sales of her
embroidered traditional dress sets are growing fastest.
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2. Who are your target customers for your most popular
products? Your target customers are the people who like your
brand promise and the types of products you make. They
are the people who buy and use your product. If you sell to a
shopkeeper, your target customers are the kinds of customers
that shopkeeper has.

Who are your target customers?
– Are they female or male?
– Are they young, middle-aged or old?
– Do they have low, medium or high incomes?
– Where are they from?
– What are they looking for when they shop?
– Where do they shop?

Roya’s target customers for her fastest growing product, her
embroidered traditional dress sets, are women from Kabul with
medium incomes who are 18 to 30 years old. They look for
handmade traditional clothing with high-quality embroidery and
finishing. They shop in women’s traditional clothing specialty
shops.
Women with lower incomes buy Roya’s party dresses with
embroidered traditional dress sets, but Roya’s sales to these
customers are much lower than her sales to the women who shop
at women’s traditional clothing specialty shops.
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Roya’s Target Customer for Embroidered Traditional Dress Sets
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3. What products like yours are popular in the market? Which
ones are popular with your target customers? How are these
products different from yours? Do they have a different colour,
material or price? Is their quality, size or shape different? Do
they give you ideas for updating your products?
In the market, Roya sees some embroidered traditional dress
sets with gold in the patterns. She has never thought of using
gold thread for Tar Shomar embroidery, but it looks beautiful.
She can use gold thread to embroider the dress sets for the party
dresses she makes. She can also recommend gold patterns to the
shopkeeper at the women’s traditional clothing specialty shop.
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Roya Sees Embroidered Traditional Dress Sets with
Gold Embroidery in the Market
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4. Are there new products in the market that you have the skills
to make? Are these products popular with your target
customers, or will you have to find new customers?
Roya knows that children’s clothing is sold at women’s traditional
clothing specialty shops. The embroidery on the children’s
clothing is not as complicated as the embroidery on the dress
sets. She could work with a tailor to make ready-made traditional
children’s clothing.

Roya Sees Embroidered Traditional Children’s Clothing in
Women’s Traditional Clothing Specialty Shops
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5. What are the current trends in the market? Does the style of
products like yours change with the season? Are specific
colours or designs popular right now?
Roya notices a new Tar Shomar embroidery pattern being used
on many different products, not only dress sets. The pattern has
two large diamonds with overlapping diamonds inside them. The
large diamonds are connected by three small diamonds. She can
try this pattern for her new children’s clothing.

New Tar Shomar Embroidery Trend

“That was useful research, Amina jan. I am now certain that I
want to work with a tailor to make traditional children’s clothing
with high-quality hand-embroidery. I will start with girls’ dresses
and try the new Tar Shomar embroidery pattern I have seen in
the market.
“I think the women that shop at the women’s traditional clothing
specialty shop I work with would like my new dresses for their
daughters. I could also find a children’s traditional clothing
specialty shop to buy my new dresses,” says Roya.
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Conduct research on the following before
making new products:
1. Your most successful products
2. Your target customers
3. Products like yours that are popular
4. Other popular products made using the skills
you have
5. Market trends
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Step 2: Design
Amina tells Roya to look all around her for inspiration for her new
girls’ dresses.
“Inspiration is what gives you the idea for your new design, Roya
jan. It may be a colour, a conversation or a dress.
“Inspiration helps you turn existing products into new and
different ones. If you make the same product as everybody else,
nobody will want to buy it,” says Amina.

Find inspiration
– Look at all the people and things around you.
– Look in markets, shops, your community and
nature.
– Look at books, magazines and the Internet.
– Look at other products like the ones you want to
make.
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Roya creates a space at the back of her notebook for inspiration.
She takes her notebook with her everywhere she goes, so she can
record ideas and draw pictures of things that inspire her. She also
collects things that inspire her, like pieces of material, and puts
them in her notebook.

Roya Records Ideas in Her Notebook

“Once you have some ideas, Roya jan, you can start drawing
designs in your notebook. By doing this, you can see which ones
you like before using material to make them,” says Amina.

Designing new products
Draw all the design ideas you have. Sometimes the
best designs come from ideas you think are silly or
don’t make sense at first.
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Amina tells Roya there are several things to think about when
designing a new product:

1. Target customers—Who will use
the product?

2. Function or use—How and when
will customers use it?

3. Style—Will it be traditional or
modern?

4. Materials—What materials will you
use?
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5. Colour—What colour or
combination of colours will you use?

6. Finishing—What final details, like
buttons or special stitching, will it
have?

Low Quality

7. Shape and size—What shape and
size will it be? Are there standard
sizes in the market?

High Quality

8. Quality—Will the quality be low or
high?
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9. Price—What is a competitive price
for the product? Is the cost of making
the product less than that price? See
Chapter 3 on costs and prices.

10. Collection—What inspired you to
make the product? Are there other
products you can make using the
same inspiration, so you can sell them
as a set, or collection?

Highest-Quality Tar Shomar
Hand-Embroidery

11. Brand promise—Does the product
reflect your brand promise?
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Roya draws several different designs. She thinks three of them
can work, especially in the three colour combinations she chose.
Design 1

Design 2

Design 3

Colour Combination 1

Colour Combination 2

Colour Combination 3

Roya’s Dress Designs in Three Colour Combinations
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Choosing colours
– There are many colours to choose from. See them
in the colour wheels below.
– Find out what colours and colour combinations
customers and shopkeepers like.
– Use similar colours together or use ones that are
opposite each other on the colour wheel.
– Use darker or lighter versions of the same colour.

Colour Wheels
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Step 3: Testing and Production
“The next step, Roya jan, is testing your designs. You don’t
want to make new products that customers don’t like,” says
Amina.

Test your best designs:
– Test your designs with people you trust—family,
friends, shopkeepers or customers. Try to find
people who buy or use similar products, like
shopkeepers and customers.
– Show them drawings of your designs or make
samples—using drawings costs less.
– Describe your target customers.
– Ask for feedback.
– Record the feedback, so you can consider and
compare it later.
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Roya follows Amina’s advice. She meets with the shopkeeper
from the women’s traditional clothing specialty shop, her two
personal customers and Amina. She shows them drawings of
her three best girls’ dress designs in the colour combinations she
chose. She describes her target customers and asks her test group
for feedback on
– What they like best
– Materials
– Colour
– Finishing
– Shape and size
– Who will buy the product
– Price
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Roya Tests Her Designs with the Shopkeeper at the
Women’s Traditional Clothing Specialty Shop

Roya records the feedback on Product Testing Sheets, so she can
refer to it later.
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Roya’s Embroidery – Product Testing Sheet

Name: Naseem Adel
Product: Embroidered traditional girl’s dress
Target Customer: Women 18–30 years old with medium incomes living in Kabul. They
like traditional clothing with high-quality hand-embroidery and shop in traditional clothing
specialty shops.

1. Which design and colour combination do you like best?
Design 1
Colour combination 1
Design 2
Colour combination 2
Design 3
Colour combination 3

Answer the following questions for the design and colour combination you like best.
2. What do you like best about the design?
Embroidery pattern, shape of dress and quality of material

3. What changes, if any, would you make to the design?
A. Material: None
B. Colour: Offer in more colour combinations. Different customers like different colours.
C. Embroidery pattern: None
D. Shape: None
E. Size: None
F. Other: None

4. Will my target customer buy the product? If not, who will?
Yes

5. What price will customers pay for it? What price will shopkeepers pay for it?
Customers: 700 AFN
Shopkeepers: 450 AFN

6. Additional comments
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She compares everyone’s feedback and chooses the design and
colour combination that are most popular.
Roya decides to make a sample dress to show shopkeepers.
She uses the money she saved over the last few months to buy
materials and pay the tailor. Amina reminds her that she may not
be able to sell the sample, especially if her girls’ dresses are not
popular, so she should not spend more than she saved.
Amina tells Roya to calculate the exact cost of making one dress
while she is making the sample (see Chapter 3 on calculating
costs).
Roya asks Amina to help her choose a price for the dress (see
Chapter 3 on setting a price). Most of the hand-embroidered
traditional girls’ dresses in the market are priced between 500
AFN and 800 AFN. Roya’s embroidery is higher quality than
the embroidery on many other dresses, so she thinks customers
will pay 700 AFN for her dress. This price is at the higher end
of the price range of similar products but is lower than the most
expensive dresses.
Amina reminds Roya that shopkeepers will expect a lower price
because they need to sell her dresses at a competitive price
and cover their costs. Roya knows she must choose a price that
covers her costs. She decides to sell her dress to shopkeepers
for 450 AFN. During product testing, this is the price people
estimated shopkeepers would pay for the dress.
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Amina advises Roya to define quality standards—or what good
quality means—for her embroidered traditional girls’ dresses and
to record the standards in a Quality Check Chart. This will help
Roya make sure her dresses are produced at the same level of
quality every time (see Chapter 2 on checking quality).

Prepare for production of your new product:
– Make a sample product.
– Calculate the cost of making one product.
– Set a price based on the prices of similar products
in the market. Make sure your price covers your
costs.
– Define quality standards.

“Now you are ready to produce your girls’ dresses, Roya jan! All
you need is an order,” says Amina.
450

Roya’s New Product: Girl’s Embroidered Traditional Dress
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Step 4: Promotion and Sales
“Let’s review what you must do to promote and sell your
beautiful new product,” says Amina.
1. Brand Your Product—Put your brand identity on your product.
“Roya jan, if people know you made the dress, they will know
it is high-quality. They will also be able to recommend your
products to friends,” says Amina.
Roya puts an embroidered ‘R’ just below the neckline on the
inside of each dress.

Roya Embroiders Her Logo on the Inside of Each Dress
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2. Develop and Update Sales Tools
– Sample products—Make sample products to show to
shopkeepers and customers.
– Product list—Add your new product to your product list.
– Packaging—Choose packaging that keeps your product clean
and protected. Add your brand identity to the packaging by
attaching your business card or putting a stamp on the
package.
– Other sales tools—Update any other sales tools you have with
your new product.
Roya already has a sample product. She updates her product list
and business card. She packages her new dresses in the same
way she packages her other products. She uses Cellophane
because it keeps the products clean, while showing off their
quality and her label. Roya attaches a business card to the
packaging to make it easy for shopkeepers and customers to buy
from her again.

Roya Develops and Updates Her Sales Tools
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3. Promote Your Product — Identify the shopkeepers and
customers you want to target and the actions you must take
to target them (see Chapter 4 on promoting your business and
Chapter 5 on sales channels). Use your network of family,
friends, shopkeepers and customers to help you.
Roya targets the shopkeeper at the women’s traditional clothing
specialty shop who already buys her products. He sells children’s
clothing in his shop, and he liked Roya’s designs during product
testing.

Roya Shows Her Dress to the Shopkeeper at the Women’s
Traditional Clothing Specialty Shop

She also wants to target a children’s traditional clothing specialty
shop. She notices one on her way home from delivering peron
tumban panels. Her friend knows a salesperson there who offers
to introduce Roya to the shopkeeper.
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“Roya jan, you have some great ideas for promoting and selling
your new dresses. Let’s make a list, so you don’t forget them.
We’ll call it your promotional plan. You can use the promotional
plan to track your progress,” says Amina.
Roya’s Promotional Plan
1. Brand Your Product
How will you brand your product?
– Embroider inside collar of girl’s dress with ‘R’

2. Develop and Update Sales Tools
What sales tools will you develop? Which sales tools will you update?
– Create product samples
– Update product list and business card with new products
– Package product with Cellophane and brand by attaching business card

3. Promote Your Product
How will you promote your product?
– Sales call to shopkeeper at women’s traditional clothing specialty shop
– Sales call to shopkeeper at children’s traditional clothing specialty shop

Promote and sell your new product:
– Brand your product.
– Develop and update sales tools.
– Promote your business to your target shopkeepers
and customers.
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A few days later, Roya returns home from meeting with a
shopkeeper. She looks at Amina and smiles. “I have sold my
first order of girls’ dresses to the shopkeeper at the women’s
traditional clothing specialty shop. He liked my samples very
much. All the research, design and testing was worth it, Amina
jan!”
“Congratulations, Roya jan. You worked hard. You are becoming
a very good businesswoman. We are all so proud of you,” says
Amina.
“Amina jan, because of your guidance, I have been able to build
my business. One day, I will share my knowledge to help others
develop their businesses, just like you have,” says Roya.
Roya is very happy. She has a good reputation, and her business
has grown large enough that she can pay for Farhad’s education.
Her family is proud of her, especially Shafiq, and her work is wellknown in her community.
However, Roya is not ready to stop here. She will continue to
improve and grow her business, employing more people and
making more money for her family. Roya has a big dream.
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Roya Makes a New Product
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3. Trainer’s Notes: Exercises

Section 1. Introduction
1.1. What are the two main ways of developing new products?
1.2. How can you update current products to make new products?
1.3. What entirely new product could you make?
Section 2. Making New Products
2.1. What are the steps to take to develop new products?
Step 1: Research
2.2. Which of your products are most successful? Can you update
them by changing the colour, material or size?
2.3. Who are your target customers?
2.4. Think about products like yours in the market. How are they
different? Do they give you ideas for ways to update your
products?
2.5. What other products are popular and are made using your
skills? Can you make those products?
2.6. Give two examples of market trends. Are there any market
trends that affect your products?
Step 2: Design
2.7. Choose a new product to make, and draw three different
designs.
2.8. What was your inspiration for the designs?
Refer to the Artisan Toolkit website (www.artisantoolkit.af/resources)
for more information on inspiration and design, or visit EPAA’s
Design Centre.
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Step 3: Testing and Production
2.9. Who will you test your designs with? Why?
2.10. What will you ask them?
Step 4: Promotion and Sales
2.11. How will you brand your new product?
2.12. What sales tools will you develop and update to promote your
new product?
2.13. Which shopkeepers and customers will you target?
2.14. How will you promote your product to them?
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Resources
Here are templates of the tables and charts Roya uses in Chapters 1 to
7 of the Toolkit. Try using these templates in your business. Copy the
templates into your notebook or photocopy them, so you can use them
regularly. You can also download the templates from the Artisan Toolkit
website (www.artisantoolkit.af/resources).
The templates are arranged in the order Roya uses them in the Toolkit.
See how Roya fills them out to help you use them in your business.
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Order Form
Date:
Your Name:
Shopkeeper or Customer Name:
Telephone:
Delivery Date:
Item Ordered

Design Details

Quantity

Price per Unit
(AFN)

Total

Drawing of Sample:

Total Price
(AFN)

Production Schedule
Instructions: List production activities and people responsible for each activity. Remember to include quality checks
in your production schedule. Number days across the top of the schedule. Put an X under every day needed to
complete each activity. Add rows if you need space for more steps. Add columns if you need space for more days.
Product(s):
Shopkeeper or Customer Name:
Activity

Person(s)
Responsible

Quantity:
Price:

Start Date:
Delivery Date:
Month(s):

Materials Purchasing Record
Quantity (1) x Price per Unit (2) = Total Cost (3)
Date

Supplier’s
Name

Item
Purchased

Quantity (1)

Price per
Unit (AFN)
(2)

Total Cost
(AFN) (3)

Remarks

Quality Check Chart
Product:
Shopkeeper or Customer Name:
Quantity:
Price:
Start Date:
What to Inspect?

Accept or Reject
Accept ( ) if product is same
as or very similar to sample or
drawing.
Reject (X) if product is different
from sample or drawing.

Delivery Date:
When to Inspect?

Who
Inspects?

Standards

Accept or Reject
(Accept = ,
Reject = X)
Product
1

1. Materials
2. Workmanship
3. Design
4. Finishing
5. Final Check

Completion of order

Total Accepted:

Final product and order is exactly as
requested

Total Rejected:

Product
2

Initial
When
Complete:

Costing and Profit Worksheet
I. Materials Cost
Cost per Product (1) x Number of Products (2) = Materials Cost (3)
Sum of all Materials Costs (3) = Total Materials Cost (4)
Materials Required

Cost per Product (AFN)
(1)

Number of Products (2)

Materials Cost (AFN)
(3)

Total Materials Cost (4)

II. Labour Cost
Payment per Piece (5) x Number of Pieces (6) = Labour Cost (7)
Sum of all Labour Costs (7) = Total Labour Cost (8)
Labour Required

Payment per Piece
(AFN) (5)

Number of Pieces (6)

Total Labour Cost (8)

III. Hidden Cost
Sum of all Hidden Costs (9) = Total Hidden Cost (10)
Hidden Cost Items

Total Hidden Cost (10)

Hidden Cost (AFN) (9)

Labour Cost (AFN) (7)

Costing and Profit Worksheet (continued)
IV. Total Cost
Total Materials Cost (4) + Total Labour Cost (8) + Total Hidden Cost (10) = Total Cost (11)
Total Materials Cost
(AFN) (4)

Total Labour Cost
(AFN) (8)

Total Hidden Cost
(AFN) (10)

V. Profit
Sales Price (12) - Total Cost (11) = Profit (13)
Sales Price (AFN) (12)

Total Cost (AFN) (11)

Profit (AFN) (13)

Total Cost (AFN) (11)

Competition and Your Brand Promise

What do customers care about?

1. Style — fashionable

2. Design — shape, size, colour,
pattern, uniqueness

3. Quality — materials,
workmanship, finishing

4. Service — friendly, respectful,
reliable

5. Price — good value

6. Other — what else?

What do I do best?

What does my competition do
best?

Sales Tracking by Sales Channel Chart
Instructions: List your sales channels for sales to shopkeepers and to customers. Record your sales by month.
Sales Channels

Total Sales to
Shopkeepers (AFN)

Total Sales to
Customers (AFN)
Total Sales (AFN)

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total
(AFN)

Sales Tracking by Product Chart
Instructions: List your products. Record your sales by month.
Products

Total Sales (AFN)

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total
(AFN)

Action Plan
Instructions: Record your sales goal, as well as the actions you need to take to meet your goal. Make sure your goal
and actions are achievable and measurable. Ensure you have the resources (time, people, equipment, money) to
follow your action plan.
Sales Goal or Overall Business Goal:
Goal
1. Improve Sales Practices
– Good customer service
– Sales
– Sales Promotions

2. Find New Shopkeepers
and Customers

3. Make New Products
– Update current products
– Make entirely new
products

Action

Deadline

On Track

Sales Growth Tracking Chart
Instructions: Record and total your actual sales (1) and your monthly sales targets (2) to date. Subtract monthly sales
targets from actual sales to find out if your actual sales are above or below your target ((1) – (2)).
Comparing Actual Sales (AFN) with Sales Targets (AFN)
Jan
Actual Sales (1)
Monthly Sales
Target (2)
Above or Below
Target (1)–(2)

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total
(AFN)

Product Testing Sheet
Name:
Product:
Target Customer:
1. Which design and colour combination do you like best?

Answer the following questions for the design and colour combination you like best.

2. What do you like best about the design?

3. What changes, if any, would you make to the design?
A. Material
B. Colour
C. Pattern and final details
D. Shape
E. Size
F. Other
4. Will my target customer buy the product? If not, who will?

5. What price will customers pay for it? What price will shopkeepers pay for it?
Customers:
Shopkeepers:
6. Additional comments:

Promotional Plan
1. Brand Your Product
How will you brand your product?

2. Develop and Update Sales Tools
What sales tools will you develop? Which sales tools will you update?
Create product samples

Update current sales tools

Choose packaging for product and label
packaging with brand (logo) and contact
information

3. Promote Your Product
How will you promote your product?

Conclusion
Now that you have the tools to help you build a strong business, it
is up to you to make your business a success.
Follow Roya’s example and use the tools and apply the practices
in the Toolkit to start, strengthen or expand your business.
Doing the exercises in the Toolkit is useful, but in order to build
your business, you need to apply the lessons on a regular basis.
Writing down one order, for example, will not improve your
business. But always recording your orders will. This is because
you will never forget the promises you made, and you will avoid
misunderstandings with customers and shopkeepers.
How can you use the tools and apply the practices in the
Toolkit? Look at the sales goal you set in Chapter 6 and focus
on the practices that are most important to achieve your goal.
Remember to refer to the Resources Section of the Toolkit or to
the Artisan Toolkit website (www.artisantoolkit.af/resources) for
templates you can use to improve your business practices.
Get support from your friends and family to help you use the
tools and apply the practices in the Toolkit. Find a mentor or an
experienced and trustworthy business person, like Amina, to
advise you.
Review the business promise with your suppliers, producers and
customers, as well as with the shopkeepers you work with.
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Share the Toolkit with your producers, so they too can benefit
from its lessons. Improvements in their businesses or their
understanding of the market will help your business.
If you’d like to grow your business further, use the Level 2 Toolkit
as a resource. Be sure to read every chapter, as each chapter
builds on the next.
Roya built a successful craft business. Now it’s your turn. We
believe in you!
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